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SECTI01T I

The Problem

General Statement

The purpose In this investigation is to determine to

what extent the Lakeland Day Nursery School provides train-

ing which contributes towards development of personality in

the child.

Specific Problems

1. To point out the possibilities, or deficiencies

in, the training program offered by the Lakeland Day Nursery

School to those who attend it.

2. To determine to what extent the Lakeland Day

Nursery provides training for mental development of the child.

3. To determine to what extent the Lakeland Day Nurs-

ery provides training for physical growth of the child.

4. To show how the Lakeland Day Nursery provides

social development to meet the needs of the child.

5. To determine to what extent the Lakeland Day

Nursery provides training for personality development in the

child.

6. To show how the Lakeland Day Nursery provides

training that meets the religious and moral needs of the

child.





7. To make suggestions which would improve the train-

ing for meeting the needs of the children who attend the

Lakeland Day Nursery.

Definition of Terms

The terms growth and development are used interchange-

ably, and ooth terms mean that some progress is being made c-y

the child.

The term need is used to mean something which is of

vital importance to the proper growth or development of the

child.

Delimitations

Some handicaps are encountered in making this study:

1. Impossibility of observing and studying all of

the children who attend the Lakeland Day Nursery.

2. Not being able to make a continued study of

children who attend the nursery to determine later effects

that nursery training will have upon them.

3. No special study sheets are kept on each individ-

ual child to accurately record all activities of behavior.

Basic Hypothesis

1. The nursery school training meets the basic needs

of the children who attend it.

2. To develop a more efficient training program in

the nursery, to adequately meet the needs of the children,
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is jointly the responsibility of the individuals sponsoring

the nursery school and of the personnel directly in charge

of it.

3. The success of the training provided by the nurs-

ery school depends upon the ability of the personnel in charge

and upon the willingness of the public to cooperate aid help

support the nursery school by sending their children to it.

The Need for the Study

Some parents are reluctant to patronize the Lakeland

Day Nursery, because they feel that inadequate supervision

and training are offered to children who attend it. Some of

the families belonging in the highest social status of the

city of Lakeland feel that their children are forced to

associate with a mediocre and inferior group of children

if they patronize the nursery. For these reasons it seems

feasible that the public at large be made acquainted with

the training methods involved and the standards required of

all children who attend the nursery. If the parent is

assured that his child is receiving more efficient training

at a nursery school than he is receiving at home, more

parents will send their children to nursery school to re-

ceive the benefits of its training.

Incidence of the Problem

The applicant became interested in this problem

while sending her child to the nursery school for training
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and guidance. The best of training is desired for the child

so that he will have adequate growth at this stage of his

life.

The Nursery School of Lakeland has been discussed

with various individuals, and a deep interest in knowing

to what extent the nursery school really meets the needs of

the children has evolved.

Related Literature

The nursery school age is one which involves much

activity. Joseph Ratner says (speaking in the philosophy

of John Dewey), "To make the idea of activity effective,

we must take it braodly enough to cover all the doings that

involve growth of power, especially of power to realize the

meaning of what is done." When this statement is trans-

lated into simpler language, we find, even at this age, that

the child learns by doing things in the form of some activity,

The type of activity in which the child participates at this

age may be a determining factor as to the type of occupation

which the child will follow in later stages of his life. It

is at this early age that the basic principles which may in-

fluence the remainder of the child's life are established.

Therefore, if each parent desires that his children accom-

1. Joseph Ratner, Intelligence In The Modern World.
(New York: The Modern Library, Inc., 1933), p. 607
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plish the oetter things in life, he will make sure that his

children have experiences at this nursery school age which

will be beneficial rather than harmful to them.

Cole and Morgan say, "Motivation is a general term

used to designate any of those driving forces which incite

an individual to make a choice, to perform an act, or to

choose one course of action rather than another." When a

child is motivated to do something (nursery school age is

indicated), we find that the basis of the activity is emo-

tional rather than intellectual. We find that the child will

exercise more response when the activity is based on emotions,

especially when such emotions are desirable and pleasing to

the child. The personnel in charge of the child at this

nursery school age has a most important responsibility to

provide the correct type of motivation. Such personnel

should have the very best of training for this type of work

and should be selected only upon the basis of proven ability.

John Dewey says, "Expression, like construction,

signifies both an action and its result." 3 The child, through

expression, is able to put into activity that which, he has been

motivated to do. Through expression the child is able to

2. Louella Cole and John J.B. Morgan, Psychology of
Childhood and Adolescence . (New York: Rinehart & Company,
1946 J, p. TT4".

3. John Dewey, Art as Experience , (New York: Minton,
Blach & Company, 1934), p. 8"2
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learn by doing. Through the proper expression the child ia

learning and experiencing things which will enable him to

develop in a normal way.

Good, Barr, and Scates say, "Normative-survey in-

volves a study of the real facts with regard to the exist-

ing conditions". A counsellor who is providing guidance

for a child should be able to analyze each child as well as

the whole group to determine in what ways he can provide

the greatest good to the greatest number of children. To

do this in the nursery school will require that all person-

nel have expert training in this field.

Procedure in Collecting Data

In organizing and collecting data to solve the prob-

lems involved in this thesis, the greatest sources of materi-

al will be from well written textbooks by men who are ex-

perts in this field. These books will be mentioned in the

bibliography.

Another very good source of information is from the

personnel of the Lakeland Day Nursery School, for they are

able to give the writer much information on individual children,

since they are with the children every day.

Other information was obtained by spending some time

4. Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr, and Douglas E. Scates,
The Methodology of Educational Research . (New York: D. Applfc-
ton-Century Company, 1935), p. 287.
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at regular intervals In the nursery to observe and study

different children and to determine the effectiveness of

the nursery school training program.

Case studies, procured through the help of the super-

visor of the Lakeland Day Nursery, are a real source of in-

formation for this project.

Procedure in Treating Data

An examination of various books written on this sub-

ject reveals that much has been written on the pre-school

child. In this literature experts in their field have es-

tablished proof that proper training is of vital importance

for growth and development of the child at this age. They

also prove that, unless proper training is given the child at

this age, normal growth does not occur as it should in the

child. It is therefore possible to use the ideas produced

by varioma expert authors as a standard to determine the

effectiveness of the training program offered by the Lakeland

Day Nursery. By using such a means of measuring, an evalua-

tion of the nursery school can be made. It is also possible

to determine where changes and improvements are necessary to

provide a better training program for the child.

A standard criteria for measurement is formulated

through use of recent reference books of authors who are

authorities on nursery school studies.
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SECTION II

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT UP THE wURSERY SCHOOL

The nursery school of today has its roots of origin

dating back for almost two centuries. In the year 1774 two

different educators began by experimentation to study the

effects that nursery school training has upon the child.

One school was opened by a young German-Swiss by the name

of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi who was born in the year 1746

and grew to manhood in the ancient city of Zurich, Switzer-

land. He became dissatisfied with the methods he was using

to educate his own child, so he decided that the best way

to improve on his methods of child education was to study a

group of children. He opened a school and home for children

on his farm at Neuhof, Switzerland, in 1774. He took in

fifty abandoned children, to whom he taught reading, writing,

and arithmetic, gave moral discourses, and trained in garden-

ing, farming, and cheesemaking. It was an attempt to regen-

erate beggars by means of education, which Pestalozzi firmly

believed could be done. At the end of two years he had spent

all the money he and his wife possessed and the school closed

In failure. Pestalozzi 's faith in the power of education was

1. Ellwood P. Cubberley, The History of Education ,

(New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1920 J, p. 5W^
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still unshaken. He next became a writer, then a teacher,

and in 1804, he established an Institute at Yverdon, Swit-

2
zerland. His contribution to education was to reduce

the educational process to a well-organized routine, based on

the natural and orderly development of the instincts, capa-

bilities, and powers of the growing child. His rrethods for

studying children were chiefly observation, experimentation,

and reasoning. His working guide was to read nothing, dis-

cover everything, and prove all things. Gesell, in his book

on Mental Growth of the Preschool Child does not consider

the beginning school of Pestalozzi a nursery school because

Pestalozzi was most intent upon keeping the training of

young children in the home and under the responsibility of
A

the mother. Jean Frederic Oberlin, pastor, philanthropist,

and educator, really established the first Infant School in

1774, as part of an effort to offset the ravaging effects

of war upon the fortunes and morale of his people In the

village of Walbach, Prance. This school assembled infants

or young children and attempted to teach them the three R's,

but the program also included manual activities, outdoor

walks, plays, and games. This school led to the establish-

2. Ibid , pp. 541-2

3. Arnold Gesell, Mental Growth of the Preschool
Child , (New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., T32377 pp. 45-46

4. Loc. cit.
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merit of numerous infant schools all over Prance. These

infant schools soon received state recognition and inspec-

tion; and, in 1848, became establishments of public instruc-

tion. Every community of over two thousand inhabitants was

required to have such a school, which enrolled children from

two to six years old. These infant schools had a tendency

to over-emphasize formal instruction and to neglect hygienic

nurture

.

Robert Owen, in 1800, opened at Lanark, Scotland, a

"New Institution", to which toddlers and runabouts were ad-

mitted, "to form their dispositions to mutual kindness" and

to teach them "whatever might be supposed useful that they

could understand". Although it was Owen's expressed inten-

tion that the children would not be annoyed with books, the

infant schools soon began to copy the ways of schools for

5
older children and to stress instruction and discipline.

A German by the name of Johann Friedrich Herbart

took up the work of Pestalozzi and carried it forward by

organizing a truer psychology for the whole educational

process, by erecting a new social aim for instruction, by

formulating new steps in method, and by showing the place

and the importance of properly organized instruction in

history and literature in the education of the child. He

5. Gesell, loc . cit .

6. Cubberley, op. cit., pp. 759-760
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believed, that interest was a prerequisite to good instruc-

tion and, if necessary, forced interest is considered ethi-

cal. He believed in definite skills in teaching, having the

children learn by experiences, and in the idea that new

knowledge is assimilated in terms of what one already knows.

In his teaching at the University of Konigsberg, Germany,

about 1810, he organized a small practice school for experi-

mentation of his educational theory and method. The aim, the

content, and the method of instruction became the dominating

factors in all his teaching. The work of Herbart spread to

other parts of Germany and to the United States through the

7
work of Ziller and Rein in Germany.

In 1816, the infant school idea was transplanted to

America, and it represented a formalized method of teaching

the three R's. The first school was established in Boston;

and the first Infant School Society was organized in New

York, in 1827. This was also the date of the first Infant

Sunday School (Episcopal), to be founded in this country.

The movement spread generally throughout the eastern cities,

and in time led to the organization of public provisions for

primary education. The infant school had little permanent in-

fluence on the education of the pre-school child in America,

though this country later became the foster home of the

7. Ibid, pp. 762-3
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8
Proebelian kindergarten.

It seems to the writer important to mention one or

two of the recent enterprises in the field of nursery edu-

cation in America* A nursery school experiment was carried

out in New York city about 1926. Its location was in an

attractively equipped building in the lower part of Manhattan

Island, and it was sponsored by the Bureau of Educational

Experiments. The physical equipment of the nursery school

includes generous indoor and outdoor play space, a playground

on the roof, sleeping-quarters isolated from the sound of

voices and divided so that the sleepers will not disturb each

other, an isolation room, a good sized kitchen, and a dres-

sing room with toilet. Miss Harriet M. Johnson, director of

the nursery school experiment, states that, in addition to

obtaining data, the outstanding goal of the nursery school

9
is to promote wholesome development in the child.

The Ruggles Street Nursery School was established

in Boston, January 1, 1922. It was sponsored under the aus-

pices of the Women's Education Association of Boston, and its

director was Miss Abigail A. Eliot. There were twenty-three

children enrolled in the school. The ages of the children

were two or three years. The children could remain at the

8. Gesell, op. cit ., pp. 46-7

9. Ibid, pp. 50-52
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school from half-past eight to four o'clock, five days a

week. The morning was spent in educational play and occu-

pations, with milk to drink at ten o'clock. Dinner was

served at twelve, and the children slept from one to three.

When weather permitted, the school was held out of doors

most of the day, including the sleeping time. The parents

paid fifteen cents per day for the dinner. The school had

two objectives. The first was to create the right environ-

ment for children of this age and to discover what were the

educational needs of the pre-klndergarten ohild. Th6 work

is almost wholly individual. The second objective is to

demonstrate to the parents the value of right physical,

mental, and moral care for their children.

In 1920, in Detroit, Michigan, the Merrill-Palmer

School of Homemaking of Detroit was organized with Edna

M. White as its director. The school undertook three lines

of activity: (1) General education and advisory work in the

fundamentals of nutrition; (2) unit extension courses in

home making, dealing with (a) clothing, (b) food, (c) home

and the family, (d) health; (3) a nursery school. The

directors of the school felt sure that it offered not merely

a real opportunity to young children for physical, mental,

10. Ibid, pp. 52-53

11. Ibid, pp. 53-55
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and social development, but also an opportunity to a group

of young women for a vital type of laboratory work in child

psychology, child health, and nutrition. Training in the

sociological problems immediately related to the family,

and in field work connected with social agencies devoted to

children's problems, was also part of the plan. The school,

as it functioned, always welcomed the advice of the public

school to make it more efficient.

Miss McMillan and Miss Owen are determined to make

it clear that the nursery school is in no sense a substitute

for the home. The nursery school should be included in

every housing scheme and lead the way in securing, for groups

of children, the healthy conditions of life which are the

right in every home. The nursery school is the private

nursery enlarged and adapted to the average family needs,

and there is no reason why it should not rival any private

nursery in its home likeness and efficiency.

The history of the nursery school would not be com-

plete unless we include in it something about the history

of the kindergarten, and for it we are greatly indebted to

a German by the name of Priedrich Proebel. He was the son of

a rural clergyman, early estranged from his parents, retiring

and introspective by nature, having led a most unhappy child-

12. Ibid, pp. 49-50
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hood, and apprenticed to a rorester without being consulted.

At twenty-three years of age he decided to become a school-

teacher and visited Pestalozzi in Switzerland. Two years

later he became the tutor of three boys. From 1808-10 he was

a student and teacher in Pestalozzi's Institute at Yverdon,

Switzerland; and while he was here, he became impressed with

the great value of music and play in the education of chil-

dren. He then became a soldier, student, .and finally, in

1816, opened a little private school for a decade along the

Pestalozzian lines. His chief methods of training were play,

music, and self-activity of the pupils. The school was a

failure financially, but, during the operation of the school,

he published an important pedagogical work — "The Education

of I.Ian". After teaching for a period in Switzerland, he

returned to Germany and opened a little school for children

in which plays, games, songs, and occupations involving

self-activity were the dominant characteristics. In 1840,

he called his school the Kindergarten . In 1843, he published

Mutter-und -Kose -Lleder , a book of fifty songs and games.

Proebel from now on confined his remarKs about child training

to women as they seemed much more capable of understanding

him. He was fortunate in securing as one of his most ardent

disciples, just before his death, the Baroness Bertha von

Marenholtz Bulow-Wendhausen, who did more than any other

person to make his work known. When she met him in 1849, he
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was mentioned as "an old fool". She understood hitn and

spent the remainder of her life in bringing to the world

the work of this man. After the Prussian Government for-

bade kindergartens in Prussia, the Baroness went to London

and carried on the work of Froebel in the kindergartens in

the English "ragged schools". In London she was received

very cordially. Later she spread Proebel's ideas in Paris,

Italy, Switzerland, Holland, Belgium, and (after 1860, when

restrictions were removed) in Germany. In 1870, she founded

a kindergarten training college in Dresden. Many of her

writings have been translated into English and published in

the United States.
13

Although the kindergarten functions by doing an

important work, it has made relatively small progress on

the continent of Europe. Its spirit does not harmonize with

autocratic government. Up to 1914, little progress was made

by the kindergarten In Germany and Austro-Hungary. Its

greatest progress has been in the countries of Switzerland,

England, and France, although the infant school and the demo-

cratic leaders of England and Prance have tended to thwart

the growth of the kindergarten in those countries.

In the United States the kindergarten idea has met

with a most cordial reception. The first kindergarten in

the United States was a German kindergarten, established at

13. Cubberley, op. cit>, pp. 764-765
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Watertown, Wisconsin, in 1855, by Mrs. Carl Schurz, a pupil

of Froebel. During the next fifteen years some ten other

kindergartens were organized in German-speaking communities.

The first English-speaking kindergarten was opened privately

in Boston, in 1860, by Miss Elizabeth Peabody. In 1868 a

private training college for kindergarten was opened in

Boston, largely through Miss Peabody 1 s influence, by Madame

Matilde Kriege and her daughter, who had recently arrived

from Germany. In 1872 Miss Marie Boelte opened a similar

teacher-training school in Hew xork City, and in 1873, her

pupil, Miss Suan Blow, accepted the invitation of Superintendent

William T. Harris, of St. Loxiis, to go there and open the

14
first public-school kindergarten in the United States.

Dr. Maria Montessori established the "Houses of

Childhood" which did training in the field of nursery edu-

cation. These houses were established as part of a model

tenement enterprise in Rome, in 1907. Dr. Montessori said,

"Let us place the school in the home; not only that, let us

place it there as a collective property, and let us place

under the eyes of the parents the entire life of the teacher

15
in the accomplishment of her high mission" Dr. Montessori

carried on an experiment called the Casa dei Bambini whose

14. Cubberley, _op. cit ., p. 766

15. Arnold Gesell, Mental Growth of the Preschool
Child, pp. 47-49
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main idea was "socialization of the maternal function". The

children were kept eight or more hours each day under the

socialised maternal control of professionally trained di-

rectresses, with physician and caretakers assisting. The

daily program included so-called exercises of practical

life, such as washing, dressing, dusting, sweeping, gym-

nastic exercises, singing, dancing, rhythm work, speech

training, luncheon, serving luncheon, playing in the garden,

and sleeping. 7/1 th the aid of some 1100 pieces of auto-sen-

sorlal didactic apparatus, children from four to five years

old learned to write and read and cipher with the faculty

of children of the second and third grades. This Montessori

Method attracted the minds of the public and was adopted

In different countries over the world. Many of the so-

called Montessori schools which opened in the United States

were merely more or less progressive kindergartens, with the

additional paraphernalia of Montessori apparatus, and with

a partial application of her pedagogy; only rarely were they

true nursery schools.

The dominant idea in the kindergarten is natural,

but directed, self-activity, focused upon educational, so-

cial and moral ends. The kindergarten provides for the

continuity of the child's life from infancy onward and for

the intelligent guidance of the child's desires and interests,

which are essential to the unfolding of the child's inborn
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16
capacities. It supplements the home training Dy drawing

out of and awakening in the child the ideal side of his

nature. To accomplish these things in the child certain

techniques involving self-activity, stories, music, color,

and directed play are used. A summarizing statement about

the kindergarten is that it has individual development as

its aim, motor expression as its method, and social coop-

eration as its means for accomplishments.

16. Cubberley, op. cit. pp. 767-768
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SECTION III

THE NURSERY SCHOOL OP TODAY

GENERAL PROCEDURE

The nursery school of today is considered to be an

institution which provides training for the pre-school

child. The Lakeland Day Nursery School offers training for

the pre-school child. In this procedure an attempt will be

made to determine to what extent the Lakeland Day Nursery

provides training which meets the needs of the pre-school

child.

POTENTIALITIES OF THE jnURSERY SCHOOL CHILD

The child, at the age of nursery school, has the

potentialities of an adult individual. The child can be

compared to the Dud of a flower which is about to develop

and unfold its unsaen characteristics. The characteristics of

the nursery school child as they will appear in the adult

cannot be foretold, although the basic factors for adult

characteristics are already incorporated in the germ plaam of

the child. These potential characteristics were given to

the child by its mother and father. Each parent haa two

types of cells in his body, a somatic cell with twenty-four

1 Marian E. Breckenridge and E. Lee Vincent, Child
Development , (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1943)
pp. 75-90.
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pairs of chromosomes and a sex cell with twenty-four

unpaired chromosomes. The autosome cells include most

of the cells of the body, but they are not useful in sex-

ual reproduction. The sex cells are produced by the gonads

and are useful in sexual reproduction. A new individual

is formed by the union of a male sex cell with a female

sex cell to form a zygote. The two sex cells which form

the new individual each have twenty-four unpaired chromo-

somes, and each chromosome is made up of genes which con-

tain the factors for determination of individual character-

istics. We can say that through the genes a child inherits

its individual characteristics. Some genes are stronger

than others and will show their characteristic trait in the

presence of another gene. The stronger gene is dominant

and is observed while the weaker gene is recessive and is

not observed in the individual. It is impossible to control

the type of genes which will be used to determine the charac-

teristic of an individual, for the forces controlling gene

combination in a new individual move at random. This process

whereby an individual receives certain definite character-

istics through the genes of the chromosomes of the parents

is called heredity. It is not possible to always have de-

sirable characteristics in the child, and a child may be

born with an extra finger, be color blind, be affected with

hemophilia, or become bald in later life. These character-
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istics have certain limitations and may not appear in every

family. Bre ckenridge and Vincent say that personality and

o
intelligence may be affected by heredity."

The extent to which the innate characteristics of

the child will be developed depends upon the environmental

influences affecting the child. If a child has proper

environment at the nursery school age, its personality will

usually be pleasing and wholesome. If the child has improper

environmental influences at this age, its personality in the

future will most likely be unwholesome and lack intergration.

The functioning of the ductless glands of the body has a

powerful environmental influence on the developing child.

The size as well as the general health of the child is in-

fluenced by the ductless glands. In this respect the ductless

glands may, through environmental influence, affect the

characteristic traits of the child which are acquired through

heredity. A story told by H. A. Bruce, in his book called

Psychology and Parenthood follows:

An Italian Camorrist had two sons. The younger, at
the age of three, was separated from his father, taken
to a distant city, and given a good education. Like the
Juke child of the eighth generation he grew to be an
exemplary young man. His brother, who remained with his
father, became, like him, a man of vice and crime, hated,
feared, and despised.

^

2. Ibid , p. 81

3. Ibid , p. 82-90

4. H. Add ington Bruce, Psychology of Parenthood , (New
York: Dodd, Mead Company, 1923), pp. 13-15
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This illustration gives constructive evidence that environ-

ment is influential in the development of the child.

IMPORTANCE OP HOME TRAINING :

Home training is of vital importance to the child

prior to the nursery school age. Ella Lyman Cabot says

that the greatest year in the life of the child is the

5
first year. During the first year the mother or nurse

of the child is one of its greatest environmental influ-

ences. The child acquires the art of seeing, learns to

recognize through memory, is able to some extent to de-

termine perspective in objects, is able to make simple

comparisons, and recognizes the meaning of words when

spoken. Other years in the life of the child are import-

ant to it. Home training to be of great value must meet

the needs of the child at this very early age. Kindness

should be shown toward the child in order that he may

learn what kindness means and will act kindly toward others.

A child, prior to nursery school age, needs a great

amount of love from the members of the home. Love from the

members of the home establishes a feeling of security in

the child. The child feels that it is wanted in the home

and has a very definite place there. Love is something

5. E. L. Cabot, Seven Ages of Childhood (New York:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1901 ), p. 1?"
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which has to be cultivated and is not inherited. One of

the fundamental emotions of a child is love.

Understanding of the child is important in home

training. If the child has not learned to walk or talk

at as early an age as its brothers or sisters, there is

no need to become alarmed and begin forcing him to walk

or talk; for growth and development may be proceeding at

a slower rate. The parents should understand that the

child is developing more slowly than his brothers or sis-

ters and treat him accordingly.

Home training is influential in determining the

habits of the child. If the parents are careful in their

training, they can teach the child to use the bath, acquire

desirable table manners, respect the older members of the

family and parents by obeying them, and play with other

children in a friendly manner. Desirable habits are

achieved by good training. If undesirable habits are

acquired by the child, it will be necessary to break the

child of them before desirable habits can be acquired.

More effort is demanded by the parents if the child is

trained oy the latter method. A good procedure to follow

in causing the child to acquire good habits is to make

the child see the need of the activity which the habit may

6. Luella Cole and John J.B. Morgan, Psychology of
Childhood and Adolesence, p. 80
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involve. An illustration of this statement is found in

7
the book called As the Twig is Bent by Susan Chenery.

A conversation is carried on between a boy and his mother

about washing the boy's hands. The mother compares the

dirty hands of the boy to the tablecloth which is very

white and clean. Through this conversation the boy is

made to feel that he should wash his hands and puts up

no further argument against washing his hands. He ex-

presses his desire to wash his hands.

The parents can be influential in creating interest

for many things in the child at this age. Interest is

one of the basic factors of all learning and certainly

can be developed in the child. Walking with the child in

the field of nature will cause it to ask many questions

and even make suggestions in terms of what the child

already knows from previous experiences. A parent should

never refuse to answer a child's questions if the interest

of the child is involved in the questions. Scolding the

child for asking such q\:estions should never be done, for

this will harm the child by thwarting or killing the in-

terest which is alive and kindled in it. Scolding the

child for asking many questions in regard to a subject

may cause it to be afraid to participate in a conversa-

7. Susan Chenery, As the Twig is Bent (Hew York:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 190T7,~pp.*~5^9rr7
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tion of any type. Parents should be influential in choos-

ing an occupation for a child which will correlate with

the interests of the child. "Women often go to great

lengths in order to develop in their children abilities

which they (the mothers) wish to have developed", says

Skinner and Harriman. These authors relate the story of

an expectant mother whose chief ambition was to have her

child become a great musician. The mother, during her

pregnancy, practiced on the piano every day much to her

dislike. She later discovered that her daughter had, like

herself, no musical ability, and she was greatly disap-

pointed. Cole and Morgan say "No one doubts that the best

source of motivation is a burning interest", and "if a

child wants to do something badly enough, all the adults

9
near him have to do is stay out of his way". It is pos-

sible, then, for the parents to awaken, but not exactly

determine, the interest of the child.

The child in the home should be taught to desire

those things which will be useful to it and make it happy.

The wrong type of desires in the child would not be ap-

propriate and wholesome. If the child desires everything

8. C. E< Skinner and P. L. Harriman, Child Psychology ,

(New York: The LiacMillan Co., 1947), p. 367.

9. Cole and Morgan, op. cit. p. 114
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for itself without considering the rights of others, such

desires would not be wholesome for the child. If a child

desires to wash its hands before eating, it will be wanting

something which will be beneficial and promote happiness.

Motivation of desires which are beneficial to the child can

certainly be done oy the parents. 7/ork becomes less burden-

some when one has the desire to do it, and work becomes a

10
real burden when one has no desire to do it.

Many children in the home are not learning the real

meaning of truth. I believe this inadequacy is carried

over from the days when the child was used as a plaything

and could be told anything without considering the truth of

what was being said. A child can be taught to respect the

truth by speaking the real truth to it. If the child finds

out that the real truth is not spoken to it, then we can be

sure that the child will lose all respect for the truth;

and the companions of the child cannot expect the truth at

all times. Since truth is the basis of all learning, only

the truth should be spoken to the child. If the child is

taught to tell the truth and have respect for it, he will

always do so even though it may mean punishment for the

child. An example of this is shown in the story of George

Washington who cut down the cherry tree with his hatchet.

10. Cole and Morgan, loc. cit.
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Since the boy was properly trained, he told the real truth

to his father when he was asked, "Who chopped down my cherry

tree?"

The home should teach the child the art of apprec-

iation. The beauty of the outside world is something worth-

while for the child to learn to appreciate. Regardless of

how minute the help which is given to the child may be, he

should learn to express appreciation for it. Appreciation

for music and what music does for many individuals can be

taught to the child. A child above all should appreciate

his parents, home, and friends. If the child can be taught

to appreciate at this early age those things which are fine

and good in life, he will have established a characteristic

which is important toward developing a wholesome personality.

A certain amount of liberalism should be given the

child in the home. Adult individuals will fight for the

cause of freedom. The desire for liberty comes to the child

at an early age. The extent to which liberty can be given

depends entirely upon the child. The child should feel

free to engage in activities which are wholesome and bene-

ficial. If the child is not given liberal consideration

in his activities, he may feel uneasy and engage in ac-

tivities which are unwholesome for him. Joseph Ratner

says, "Freedom which is liberation for the individual, is

the ultimate assurance of the movement of society toward
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more humane and nobler ends", and "Without freedom, search

for new truth and the disclosure of new paths in which

humanity may walk more securely and justly come to an end"

EXPERIENCES OP THE N0RS5RY SCHOOL CJHIID t

The child of the nursery school age has many experi-

ences. John Dewey says that we learn by doing and whatever

we do is an experience for us, and experiences involve

12
mental, physical, or ooth mental and physical activity.

Much of the teaching today is based on the philosophy of

learning oy experience. An experience which promotes

learning in the child must be meaningful to him. By this

is meant that the child's experience must begin with something

with which it is already familiar.

Here I wish to present a schedule of activity of a

nursery school day at Lakeland Day Nursery.

Each child is examined upon arrival at the nursery

school

6:30-- 8:15 — Free play inside the nursery

8:15— 8:45 — Given water and toileted

8:45— 9:00 — Stories and rest period

11. Joseph Ratner, Intelligence in the Modern
World , p. 725.

12. John Dewey Art as Experience, pp. 35-57.
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9:00—10:30 — Outside play -- (supervised)

10:30— 11:00 — Toileted; washed up, given water

11:00—11:30 — LIusic -- (victrola or piano)

11:30—11:40 — Children seated at table ready for

lunch

11:40—12:10 -- Lunch period

12:10—12:25 — Washed and put to bed

12:25-- 2:45 -- Nap hour and rest period

2:45— 3:10 — Toileted and given milk and food

3:10-- 4:00 -- Groups divided according to age

art, music, stories, occupational

activities

4:00-- 4:15 -- 'Water

4:15— 5:30 -- Free play

5:30 -- Children washed up ready to go home.

All children are separated according

to age

6:30 -- Nursery closes

The child learns the meaning and use of many new

words during the second year of its life. Cole and Morgan

say, "The great achievement during the second year of a

13
child's life is his acquisition of speech". It may be

stated that the rate of learning of a pre-school child is

13. Cole and Morgan, op. cit. pp. 350-351
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directly proportional to the number of words he is able to

use and understand. As the child develops mentally, single

words are grouped into phrases and finally into sentences,

many of which are spoken incorrectly. If a child's efforts

to speak are interfered with or made fun of, he may become

14
self-conscious and develop a speech defect. If the

parents and personnel at the nursery school and home consider

the baby talk of the child attractive and if they use the

same mispronounciations in talking to him, the child may

continue to speak unintelligibly until he enters school.

The new words learned while at nursery school come to the

child mainly through conversation with the personnel of

the nursery, to a lesser extent through conversation with

older children at the nursery, and to a still smaller

extent through conversation with other children of the

same age attending the nursery. Another source of word

learning for the nursery school child is from the story

telling and reading part of the nursery curriculum.

The nursery school child experiences activities

involving motor coordination. M« E. Breckenridge and E.

L. Vincent say that motor growth and coordination means,

15
"learning to use the body". The pre -school child

14. Ibid , pp. 345-350.

15. Breckenridge and Vincent, op. cit. p. 275<
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learns to do certain activities, but most of these activi-

ties are not done perfectly at the first trial. The reason

for this is that the muscles which are needed to do a defi-

nite type of activity have not learned to function in a

coordinating manner in the child. Through varied experience,

the muscles of the child learn to function in harmony which

produces a smoother type of reaction. Motor coordinating

activities are experienced by the nursery school child

through the playing of games, dancing and marching to rmisic,

and through constructive activity such as building with

blocks, modelling with clay, or drawing with a pencil.

Case study number three is an example of experiences at

the nursery which aids this child to a better development:

Boy, age 4 years

Characteristic description of child upon entering

nursery school :

This child depends upon his mother for things he

should be able to do himself. He is below his age group

in mental development. This child expects to be treated

as a baby by the other children. He is very selfish and

likes to be the center of attraction. He is not a good

leader, and he does not observe the rights of others. He

likes play, stories, music, and food.

Characteristic description showing progressive
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growth of the nursery school child :

The children think of this child as a large Doy and

give him leading parts in games and conversation. Through

guidance and teaching he learns that other hoys and girls

like to oe leaders. He begins to enjoy stories and to want

to learn new games with other boys and girls acting as

leaders. He shows that he understands the golden rule in

his play activity.

Characteristic description of the child after

nursery school training:

He shares his toys with other children. He plays

well with other children. He can dress himself, wash his

face and hands, and use the bath alone. He no longer acts

like a baby, and he depends upon his own initiative.

A child experiences the meaning of obedience in

the nursery school. Susan Chenery says that the best time

16
to teach the child to obey is at the beginning of life.

Through obedience the child learns to respect those in

authority. If the child does not obey those in authority

at the nursery school, he is punished by scolding or cer-

tain privileges are taken away.

The nursery school child will sooner or later ex-

16. Chenery, op. cit. p. 34
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perience opposition. This opposition may be from other

children of the nursery or from individuals in authority.

The child learns better than ever before to meet opposi-

tion in a more successful manner, because his mental

potentialities are becoming greater due to rapid mental

development. Opposition at the nursery school may cause

a child to consider the rights of others. There is no

better way for a child to learn to consider the rights of

others than through games in which fair competition is in-

volved. A child will sooner or later learn that other

children are as good at certain games as he is and treat

them accordingly.

The child of the nursery school learns much through

conversation. The child is permitted to engage in conver-

sation throughout most of the day; although during the

period of sleep, when many of the children are resting,

conversation is reduced to a minimum. Through conversation

the child receives new ideas and also hears ideas which are

not new to him, but are expressed in a manner different or

entirely new to him. Through conversation with older

individuals the child learns to pronounce and enunciate

words more clearly. It is possible to find in some fami-

lies where the children grow to be adults and never learn

to enunciate clearly. This is due to poor training in the

home and in the school.
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The child learns better manners through nursery

school training. He is not permitted to eat except at the

regular scheduled time for eating. Unless the child is

very small, he must learn to use the bath properly, play

In an orderly manner, and respect those in authority.

Gas.e study number thirteen applies well here:

Boy, age 3-|- years.

Characteristic description of the child upon enter -

ing nursery school :

This is the description of a boy who came from

Bermuda, although he is an American. He is used to dehydrated

food and he will not eat fresh vegetables. He is used to be-

ing cared for by the colored natives of Bermuda, so he will

not permit the nursery school teachers to help or assist

him in any way. He makes friends and depends on the col-

ored maid of the nursery school. He is underweight, and

he does not sleep well with the other children present.

He has poor toilet habits.

Characteristic description showing progressive

growth of the nursery school child :

Since he likes the colored maid, it was suggested

that she try to get him to eat vegetables. Through pre-

viously planned and tactful conversation, the maid is able
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to get the boy to eat some vegetables. He is beginning to

gain weight. He is beginning to sleep better in the presence

of the other children. The teachers of the nursery school

try to attract his attention with objects. A walking tur-

tle causes the Doy to begin a conversation with one of the

teachers. The Doy appears to be getting less shy and is

talking more. Other children are beginning to attract his

attention. His toilet habits are improving.

Characteristic description of the child after

nursery school training ;

This child is eating normally and he plays well

with other children. He is sleeping more soundly. He

is not underweight. He talks with the teachers and has

no signs of shyness. He has desirable toilet habits, and

he likes to play with the other children. He has made

many adjustments. He is beginning to talk more and he

still likes other children. He likes to hear stories and

he eats better. He is developing a better interest in

play. His conversation is not about home and he cries

less. He is gaining weight.

The child experiences the meaning of friendliness

at the nursery school. In certain cases, especially

where an adopted child is involved, friendliness may be
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experienced to a greater extent than the child has ever

known. Friendly treatment is given to the child while at

the nursery school, and friendly treatment is demanded from

him. Friendliness, if acquired by the child, will help him

to meet his needs as a future individual.

The child while at nursery school learns to be more

appreciative. He is now developing a greater sense of values

and usually expresses appreciation for them. Appreciation

may be expressed for something which is beautiful to him,

for consideration, or for kindness.

HEALTH OF xHE NURSERY SCHOOL CHILD ;

The nursery school curriculum is constructed in such

a manner that the health of the child is guarded as well as

17
improved. A national authoritative committee report states

that medical facilities for nursery schools throughout the

nation are inadequate; however, the Lakeland Day Nursery

School appears to be above average in meeting the medical

needs of the child. Certain medical requirements must be

met by the child before enrolling In the nursery school.

He must have the required vaccinations from a licensed

physician or from a registered nurse for certain communi-

18. Ray L. Wilbur and Associates, Preliminary Com-
mission Report of the v/h i t e House Conference on Child Health
and Protcction,^He"w~York: The Century Co., 1930), pp. 164-155,
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cable children's diseases, such as typhoid, diphtheria,

and tetanus. Vaccination for measles is advisable. The

stool of the child is checked to be sure that he is free

from intestinal parasites. The child must be free from

all communicable diseases at the time of enrollment in the

nursery school. A severe cold, a rash, or fever immediately

disqualifies the child for enrollment in the nursery school.

The clothing of the nursery school child must be

adequate to protect him from exposure to cold, rain and

the ground. Exposure in any way may lower the resistance

of the child and cause him to take a disease which he ordi-

narily would not take. Exposure to cold and rain may cause

pneumonia, and exposure to the ground, by not wearing shoes,

may cause hookworm infection in the child. Either of these

diseases may cause mental and physical retardation in the

ch i Id

.

Wholesome food is given to the child while he is

attending nursery school. The meals are carefully planned,

so the child may receive a balanced diet which is essential

for proper growth and development of the child. Besides the

regular lunch hour period, the children are given food just

after mid afternoon, so they will not get too hungry before

the evening meal at home. Proper food will keep the re-

sistance of the child from running down and help to prevent

diseases in him. In order for a child to get dessert, he
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must eat food given to him previously, and this often helps

to get a child over a stubborn attitude at meal time.

A rest period is provided for the nursery school

children. A definite part of the day's program is set aside

so that each child may go to his bed and rest or sleep at

this time. This is helpful to the child and also its parents,

for the child will be in a better mood, which will make it

easier for the parents who will care for the children after

nursery school hours. The nursery school child also needs

a rest at this hour to relax from the strenuous activity

which has been taking place all day.

First aid is administered to the child when needed.

A cut, scratch, bruise, or serious pain is given careful

consideration to avoid further complications. If signs of

intestinal parasites show up in the discharged wastes from

the child's body, a physician is asked to make an examina-

tion. If the examination is reported positive, the parents

of the child are notified; and the child is discharged from

the nursery school until he is able to secure a statement

from a licensed physician stating that he is in good health

again.

Cleanliness is also stressed in the nursery school

program. Baths are given when needed, and hands are washed

regularly and even more often if needed. Each child is

requested and encouraged to wear clothes which are clean.
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The nursery itself is kept clean every day. The floors are

mopped and germicidal agents are spread over the floor to

kill germs. Sunlight, when available, is allowed to shine

into the nursery school to help kill germs.

A parent can rest assured that his child will be

safe at the nursery school. The children are not allowed

outside the domain of the nursery school. If any group goes

on an excursion, one of the responsible personnel goes with

them. Special precaution is taken to prevent fires.

EMOTIONS OP THE HURSERY SCHOOL (JHILD

The nursery school child is also emotional. Emotions

may oe expressed to other children present, to the personnel

in charge, or to no one specifically. Cole and Morgan say,

"An emotion has been described in a single but sufficiently

1 8
accurate manner as a stirred up state of the entire organism".

An emotion is experienced not in a single part of the body

but throughout all parts of the individual. During an

emotion of the child, the autonomic nervous system is af-

fected which produces physical changes in certain bodily

structures. According to uole and Morgan, the three common

19basic emotions in the child are love, anger, and fear.

18. Cole and Morgan, ££. cit . p. 72.

19. Ibid, p. 80.
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In order for a child to experience any of these emotions

three factors must be considered: the stimulus that causes

the emotion; the internal adjustment; and the response made.

One cause of anger in the nursery school child is to have

someone take something away from him. Internal adjustment

is then made in his oody. The adrenal gland functions by

producing more adrenalin; the heart beats faster; blood

pressure is raised; more oxygen is brought to the muscles;

metabolic rate is increased; more energy is liberated in

the child's body; he feels and is stronger, but his motor

control is less efficient. Normally the boy responds by

taking back that which was taken away from him or attempts

to do so and gets into a fight. Fear in the very young

child is usually experienced in two forms; fear from falling

or fear from loud noises. The pre -school child may have a

fear from a hot stove since he may have already been burned

by one. Internally the child adjusts itself by building up

excess nervous energy. Physiological processes are similar

to those already discussed. The child responds by showing

excitement, nervousness, flight, or screaming. In the case

of the emotion called love, the stimulus originates when an

individual does something which another one likes. This es-

pecially is true for the love of a pre-school child for its

mother. The child's internal adjustment is similar to the

discussion already made. The child responds by being very
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affectionate toward its mother. Wholesome emotional growth

should occur in the child. When the child becomes more and

more sensitive to happenings in the world about it, it is

assumed that normal emotional growth is occurring. Emo-

tional training is beneficial to the child if it makes him

more sensitive, understands the situation involved, and the

emotional reaction fits the child's needs at the moment.

Case Study number one is an illustration of how

inter-social relations with other children helped to evolve

a child to better emotional behavior:

Girl, age Ah years .

Characteristic description of child upon entering

nursery school :

This girl sucks fingers, twists hair, has difficulty

in relaxing, has no initiative to play alone, has a desire

to disturb others at play, does not join others in games of

fair play, does not enjoy story hour, and likes music.

Characteristic description showing progressive

growth of the nursery a cho o 1 child :

This girl is beginning to relax and desires to play

20. Ibid, p. 110,
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with others. She still likes music. She is also beginning

to play alone. She begins to listen and talk about stories

during the story hour. She is learning to comb her hair,

and she is gradually ceasing to play with her hair.

Characteristic description of child after nursery

school training:

She is able to relax while at the nursery. She eats

normally. She plays well alone and also better with other

children, she can keep her hair combed and brushed, rather

than continually twisting it. In constructional activity

she shows improvement. She is given the leading part in

singing games which she does successfully. She no longer

sucks her fingers, and keeps them clean.

SOCIAL , RELIGIOUS , AND MORAL TRAINING OFFERED TO THE uIIILD

BY THE NURSERY SCHOOL ;

The nursery school attempts to provide social,

religious, and moral training for the child. Skinner and

Harriman say, "When the child reaches nursery school, he

21
makes the awareness of self explicit in his behavior"

.

By this statement is meant that the child discovers himself

and begins to react accordingly. He claims things for him-

21. C. E. Skinner and P. L. Harriman, Child Psychology
,

p. 226.
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self and asks many questions. The nursery school encour-.

ages the children to respect the rights of others while at

play. If a child has a toy, another child is not permitted to

take it away from him as long as he desires to play with it.

In the playing of games each child is requested to wait his

turn and thereby respect the rights of others.

Intersocial relations are encouraged among the

children. The children are grouped according to age and

segregated for play, that is children of nearly the same

age play together. Occasionally for special reasons an

older child is allowed to play with a smaller group of

children, or a younger child is allowed to play with an

older group of children. This social relation, through

play, is a factor in developing the child's personality.

Cole and Morgan say, "Throughout life each individual is

dependent for his existence, his welfare, and his happi-

22
ness upon the conduct of other people". Through en-

couraging of intersocial relations, the nursery school is

causing boys and girls to learn to get along together

socially.

The nursery school gives special recognition to

religious holidays throughout the year. At Christmas,

Easter, and Thanksgiving, the activity of the children

is directed so as to correlate with the holiday being

22. Cole and Morgan, op. cit. p. 149,
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observed. Drawings, stories, music, and games are made

applicable to the occasion. Skinner and Harriman say, "Religion

is the source of inspiration and the driving power of civ-

ilization" and "The duty of government is to protect every

man in his religion, but not to favor one religion above

23
another". In nursery school training, no preference Is

shown to any religion. The children who attend the school

represent many religions. No one is criticised because of

his religion.

The children learn the habit of returning thanks

before meals. The personnel in charge, as well as each

individual child, has an opportunity, at various inter-

vals, to return thanks. Each child does not say grace

every meal, but is requested to do so when his turn comes.

The use of profane language is discouraged in the

nursery school training. In many cases when the child is

of the upper nursery school age when it enrolls in nursery

school, it will have acquired the use of profane and vulgar

words. Through proper training the child may cease to use

improper language.

Conduct privileges become a part of the training

of the nursery school child. If the child has excellent

conduct, he receives special privileges. If he misbehaves

in any manner, privileges are taken away from him; and the

23. Skinner and Harriman, op. cit. p. 289
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extent of the deprivation of privileges depends upon the

conduct of the child.

Helpfulness to one another is encouraged among the

children of the nursery school. An older child may be able

to assist a younger one in dressing, or older boys may as-

sist younger ooys and older girls may assist younger girls

in using the bath. Older boys or girls, if responsible enough,

may assist younger ones at play. Gersild says "As the child

grows older, his social behavior will eventually be affected

by all conditions that influence his attitudes, prejudices,

24
beliefs, and desires". This statement appears applicable

to the social training of the child as provided by the

nursery school.

METHODS OP EVALUATION

;

In making an evaluation of the nursery school, es-

pecially in regard to personality development, several means

of approach were used. Case studies of several children were

made and compared to standard outlines suggested Dy C. V.

25
Good, A. S. Barr, and D. E. Scates; by C. E. Skinner

24. Arthur T. Gersild, Child Psychology , (New York:
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1936), p. 151.

25. Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr, and Douglas E. Scates,
Methodology of Educational Research , (New York: D. Apple ton-
Century Company, 1941), p. 5*73.
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26 27
and P. L. Earriman; and by A. Gesell and P. L. Ilg,

as a means of evaluation. Direct observation of nursery

school children, at various intervals, over a period of

time, was made and conclusions were drawn from this study.

Conferences were held with the supervisor and personnel

staff of the nursery school. Various textbooks, as well

as reference books, which deal with proper child training

of the pre-school child were consulted. Certain outstand-

ing periodicals applicable to the problem were used.

A determination of story books, records, music, constructive

activity material, pictures, and poetry, which are con-

sidered adequate for use in nursery school training, was

made and compared to those materials used at the nursery

school. A reflective comparison of progress of the nursery

school child and the non-nursery school child, as to every

day achievements and adjustments to kindergarten and junior

primary departments of public instruction, was made.

SUMMARY SHOWING HO',7 GROWTHS AND DEVELOPMENTS ARE USUALLY

OBTAINED BY CHILDREN WHO ATTEND THE uURSERY SCHOOL;

A. Mental and educational growth occurs in the child

26. Skinner and Harriman, o_p. cit . pp. 239-242.

27. Arnold Gesell and Frances L. Ilg, Infant and
Child in Culture of Today , (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1943),"pp. 159-2577
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through wholesome experiences offered the child, combined

with adequate psychological supervision. ^Ms is accom-

plished through games, music, stories, constructive activ-

ities, group and individual instruction on manners, and

through contacts with other children of the nursery school.

B. Physical growth and development of the nursery

school child occurs through adequate medical treatment which

includes periodic checking by the city Health Department;

through balanced diets and well prepared food; through rest;

through cleanliness; and through play and other constructive

activity.

C. Emotional growth occurs through provided experi-

ences which make the child more and more sensitive to

happenings in the world about him.

D. Social improvements of the child occurs through

the patience and understanding of the nursery school staff

and through intersocial relationship of the children.

E. Religious and moral growth in the nursery school

child occurs through a consideration of the rights of

others, asking of grace before meals, sacred songs, Bible

stories, observation of religious holidays, and through

practising the golden rule at all times.

The nursery school child has within him a natural

tendency toward an active self-expressive life. 71th proper

nurture, he will grow upward and onward toward a wholesome,

constructive, courageous childhood life. The spirit within



'
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the child should be treated with respect and dignity. If

the child of the nursery school age is properly and in-

telligently trained, the problem of juvenile delinquency

will be reduced to a minimum.
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SECTION IV

FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND NEED FOR FURTHER
STUDY

FINDINGS :

Today more and more mothers are entering industry

and professions. Because of this, the child is deprived

of his mother ror a great part of the day and he does not

get the home training he needs. The public at large is

aware of and alarmed concerning the proper care and train-

ing for the children.

More reliance is being placed upon day nurseries

as a place of training for the child. The nursery school

is more adequate to meet the needs of the children than

the home in which the mother is gone a greater part of the

day. Fifteen case studies of nursery children have been

made and all have mothers who are employed in various

industries and professions.

Some mothers feel that a cheaper and more convenient

way to solve this problem is through the employment of a

colored maid in the home. Authorities on child training

and care are agreed that this is not an efficient way to

solve the problem.

There is a trend toward public kindergarten and

nurseries. Already public kindergartens have been es-

tablished universally in the larger cities in the United
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States. In some states there is an interest and develop-

ment towards placing the nursery school on a public basis.

The Lakeland Day Nursery has a curriculum which- is

better suited for training the child of the working mother

than the home where the mother is away. Each child is cared

for from a health standpoint through the City Health Depart-

ment. Periodical checkups are made in regard to hookworm.

The vaccinations for contagious diseases are administered

to the children. Proper rest is given them each day.

Wholesome meals are prepared for the children who attend

the nursery. Nourishment is given them in mid-morning and

afternoon.

The nursery has space to provide ample play area

for the children. Outdoor play space is provided where

the children may get sunshine and fresh air while they

play. There is a large room for indoor play. Equipment

for indoor play is provided such as modelling clay, scis-

sors, papers, trucks, cars, and dolls.

The children are grouped according to ages to

meet the needs for proper social development. This is done

especially in regard to free play periods. The social

growth and development of the child is a part of the

teacher's work and aim.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the training and salaries of
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the supervisors and teachers of the Nursery School be placed

on the same basis as the public school teacher.

It is recommended that the equipment of nursery

schools should be planned upon a standard for all nursery

schools, set up by authorities on nursery school education.

It is recommended that a standard set of achievements

be kept and that each child be rated according to a standard

of his age group.

It is further recommended that frequent conferences

be held between supervisors of the various nurseries and

the parents concerning the progress of the child.

$EED FOR FURTHBR STUDY

1. How old should a child be before attending a

nursery school?

2. What part of a day should a child, at this early

age, be placed in a nursery school?

3. What means of transportation to and from the

nursery would best meet the needs of parents and children

concerned?

4. Is the nursery school the Dest means of training

future citizens of America?
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APPENDIX A

CASE STUDIES

Case study number one, Girl age 4-g- years .

Characteristic description of child upon entering nursery

school :

This girl sucks fingers, twists hair, has difficulty

in relaxing, has no initiative to play alone, has a desire

to disturb others at play, does not join others in games of

fair play, does not enjoy story hour, and likes music.

Characteristic description showing progressive growth of

the nursery school child:

This girl is beginning to relax and desires to play

with others. She still likes music. She is also beginning

to play alone. She begins to listen and talk about stories

during the story hour. She is learning to comb her hair,

and she is gradually ceasing to play with her hair.

Characteristic description of child after nursery school

training:

She is able to relax while at the nursery. She eats

normally. She plays well alone and also better with other

children. She can keep her hair combed and brushed, rather

than continually twisting it. In constructional activity
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she shows improvement. She is given the leading part in

singing games which she does successfully. She no longer

sucks her fingers, and keeps them clean.

Case study number two, Girl age 2h years .

Characteristic description of child upon entering nursery

s cho o

1

;

This child enjoys the company of adults, and she is

very quiet; although she has the desire to play with other

children, she is too shy to join in with the group. » She

has no initiative for constructive play, with materials

such as blocks, crayons, or any equipment for this age

group. She likes music. She does not eat with other

children. She is very neat in appearance. She makes no

effort to talk. She follows routine activity by imitating

other children. She does not like to play outdoors. She

does not sleep when put to bed.

Characteristic description showing progressive growth of

the nursery school child ;

At first the child is not forced to enter into

group activity. She is allowed to watch the other children

at play. She begins to play simple games if she can remain

near the teacher. After she follows a routine of being put
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to bed at the same time with other children, she finally

becomes sleepy at resting hour and sleeps along with them.

After eating for some time alone, but in sight of the other

children, she desires to eat with them.

Characteristic description of child after nursery school

training;

She is losing some of her shyness and is beginning

to play with other children. She has not yet developed the

constructive play idea. She goes to bed by herself and

takes her nap along with the other children. She places

her chair at the other children's side and eats with them.

She now uses a few words for self expression such as block,

doll baby, and girl. She prefers to play indoors.

Case study number three, Boy age 4 years .

Characteristic description of child upon entering nursery

school :

This child depends upon his mother for things he

should be able to do himself. He is below his age group in

mental development. This child expects to be treated as a

baby by the other children. He is very selfish and likes

to be the center of attraction. He is not a good leader,

and he does not observe the rights of others. He likes play,

stories, music, and food.



.

.
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Characteristic description showing progressive growth of

the nursery schooj. child;

The children think of this child as a large boy and

give him leading parts in games and conversation. Through

guidance and teaching, he learns that other boys and girls

like to he leaders. He begins to enjoy stories and to want

to learn new games with other boys and girls acting as

leader. He shows that he understands the golden rule in

his play activity.

Characteristic description of the child after nursery school

training:

He shares his toys with other children. He plays well

with other children. He can dress himself, wash his face

and hands, and use the bath alone. He no longer acts like

a baby, and he depends upon his own initiative.

Case study number four, Girl age 5.

Characteristic description of child upon entering nursery

school ;

This little girl is very intelligent. She talks

continuously. She insists on being a leader at all times,

and for this reason she is called a "smarty" by others. Her

mental age is two years above her chronological age. She
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is very emotional, and she likes other children. She is

timid and shy around adults except her own family. She

likes all types of recreation. She is very independent.

Characteristic description showing progressive growth of

the nursery school child ;

A conference is held between nursery school officials

and the child's parents concerning the child. It is decided

that the child should be placed to play with groups of older

children while at the nursery. IVhen playing with older

children, she finds materials with which to keep busy. She

learns many new words from playing with older children.

She is becoming less independent and does not always want

to be the leader in every type of activity.

Characteristic description of the child after nursery school

training:

ilhe is able to use words above her age level. She

is less timid when with adult strangers. She continues to

talk very much and can do more constructive thinking. She

is able to forget herself, and allows others to be the

leader in games and other activities. She wants to play

now with children above her age. She is less independent

and is courteous in her manners.
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Case study number five, Boy age 22 months .

Characteristic description of the child upon entering the

nursery school;

This boy is badly spoiled when his mother first

brings him to the nursery. He has very bad manners. He

still drinks from a bottle, and he kicks, screams, and cries

every time his mother brings him to the nursery. He does

not use the bathroom. His mother is afraid to leave him at

the nursery, because she thinks he will not be properly

watched and supervised. She spends some time in the nursery

each morning to see what treatment her son receives. The

child is very affectionate to his mother. He eats with his

fingers

.

Characteristic description showing progressive growth of the

nursery school child ;

For a short period of time the mother is allowed to

remain with the child for an hour each morning. No attention

is paid to the temper tantrums which the child portrays each

morning. These anger periods gradually become less intense

and shorter in duration. The child begins to notice other

children playing and expresses a desire to play with them.

The child is beginning to think about things other than its

mother. The child is beginning to drink from a cup. Milk
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is first poured into the bottle and then into the cup in the

presence of the boy, and then he is given the cup to drink

his milk.

Characteristic description of the child after nurs e ry school

training:

The child has begun to enjoy the nursery school. His

manners are much improved. He uses the bath, and he drinks

milk nicely from a cup. His mother is not worried about him

being at the nursery school any longer. He controls his

temper, and he is not over affectionate to his mother. He

plays in an orderly manner with other children. He loves

music, and he enjoys activities which involve rhythm, such

as marching or clapping hands to keep time. He now eats

with a spoon, and he begins to use new words.

Case study number six, Girl age 6 years and her sister age

2 years.

Characteristic description of the children upon entering

nursery school ;

These two sisters enroll in the nursery school at

the same time. The older sister appears to be burdened with

the care of her two year old sister, and the older girl does

not play with children nearer her own age. She plays with

the younger child and feels the responsibility of caring
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for her. She still talks baby talk which she acquired from

caring for her sister. She does not want her younger sister

to play with other children. The younger child appears to

have a normal desire to play with children other than her

sister.

Characteristic description showing progressive growth of the

nursery school child:

The two girls are separated and each one is placed

with children more nearly their age. Each child is given

plenty to do to keep them busy. The six year old child is

realizing that she is using baby talk from hearing the other

children of her own age talk, and she is gradually replacing

baby talk with words appropriate to her age. The younger

sister is learning new words and is very happy playing with

other children in the absence of her older sister. The

older sister is not worried about taking the responsibility

of caring for her younger sister while they are at the

nursery school.

Characteristic description of the child after nursery school

training;

The older sister no longer uses baby talk, and she

is happy while playing with the older children of the nurs-

ery school. The younger sister has learned many new words,
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and she speaks much more distinctly. The younger child now

speaks in complete sentences. Both girls are happy and are

adjusted to nursery school life, The older girl does not

worry about the younger sister while at the nursery school.

Case study number seven, Girl age 5 years .

Characteristic description of child upon entering nursery

school;

This girl brings a bag full of diapers and three

bottles of milk to the nursery school each day. The girl

appears normal in all respects until she is taken to the

bathroom. Then she begins to cry and acts very frightened.

It is learned that the girl is punished at home by being

placed in the bathroom. She is not able to put on her shoes.

She does not allow other small children to be on her bed

when she is about to go to sleep.

Characteristic description showing improvement and progressive

growth of the nursery school child ;

This child is gradually overcoming fear of the bath-

room. She is willing to allow other children to sleep on her

bed, and she gives little objection to sleeping on other's

beds at the nursery school. She is gradually ceasing to use

the bottle from which to feed and she is able to assist in
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her own dressing.

Characteristic description of the child after nursery school

tr a i n i ng

;

This child no longer has any fear of the bathroom.

Older individuals do not have to assist her in using the

bath. Her mother no longer punishes her at home by using

the bathroom method. She no longer feeds from a bottle,

but drinks from a cup or glass. She sleeps well in the

presence of other children at the nursery school. She can

repeat a few nursery rhymes and likes to have someone read

to her. She can put on her shoes and socks, button her

clothes, and is learning many new words.

Case study number eight, 3oy age 5 years.

Characteristic description of child upon entering nursery

school:

This boy is deaf and dumb because of a serious ill-

ness. The physician advises that he attend a nursery school.

His parents give him everything he desires. He is not used

to being with other children. The other children are told

that he cannot hear or speak and they must learn to communi-

cate with him by means of signs. The boy immediately begins

to kick, bite, grab, and scratch for the things which he de-
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sires, even though other children are using them. It is

necessary to isolate him from the others at certain times,

and privileges are taken away from him.

Characteristic description showing progressive growth of the

nursery school child :

The boy is allowed at first to play only with three

or four other children. These children are capable of defend'

ing themselves and are also able to help the boy become ad-

justed to nursery school life. The other children share toys

with the boy, and little by little he begins to share and

exchange toys with the other children. He is beginning to

learn routine habits, and he is beginning to learn that he

cannot do everything which he desires. He begins to take

an interest in earning prizes for being a model boy and do-

ing all that is required. Other children encourage him to

eat all food placed on his plate.

Characteristic description of child after nursery school

training;

The boy is very attentive during the story hour even

though he cannot hear what is being said. He anxiously waits

for a picture to be shown to him about the story which is

being read. He enjoys to watch other children play rhythm

games accompanied with music. He plays orderly and shares

his toys with the other children. Other children are
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perfectly safe with him. He realizes that he cannot have

everything that he desires. His mother expresses the idea

of improvement being shown in the boy in his conduct and

manners. He likes to come to the nursery school.

Case study number nine, Girl age 5-| years.

Characteristic description of child upon entering nursery

school;

This little girl is able to use the bath, eat by

using a knife, fork, and spoon, assist in her own dressing,

and plays rather well with other children. She likes to play

alone and spreads her toys out over a large area. She refuses

to pick up and clean away her toys when she is through playing

with them. An investigation of the home shows that the girl

was allowed to play without picking up her toys when she had

finished playing. Talking to the child does no good, and

she still continues to leave her toys spread on the floor.

Characteristic description showing progressive growth of

the nursery school child ;

An attempt is made to influence the girl to be more

orderly while playing. The first successful attempt occurs

when the child is read a story about children being mother's

helpers. She expresses her desire to help her mother; and
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she is told that by picking up her toys, she will be helping

her mother. A game is organized and played which is called

"Helping Mother". After playing this game regularly for

several days, the child begins to be more careful about

picking up her toys after playing with them.

Characteristic description of child after nursery school

training:

This girl now plays in an orderly manner. She clears

away her toys when she is through playing with them. An

investigation of the home shows from direct observation

that she places her toys away when she is not using them.

She wants to play the game of "Helping Mother" at home,

and she is also anxious to do things at home to help her

mother. She cooperates well at the nursery school and

gives no further trouble . Other children at the nursery

like her, and she is willing to help them.

Case study number ten, Boy age 5 years .

Characteristic description of child upon entering nursery

school :

This boy comes to the nursery school with the idea

that he is the only important individual present, at the

nursery. He gets into a fight with many of the boys and
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girls. He does not consider the rights of others. He at-

tempts to take things away from other children. Since he is

as large and strong as any of the other children, he starts

his nursery school career as king of the nursery school

children. He knows routine habits such as going to the

bath, dressing, and eating.

Characteristic description showing progressive growth of

the nursery school child :

The authorities and personnel of the nursery school

think it best that this boy does not continuously dominate

the nursery school children for two reasons. First, for the

good of others and second, for his own good. An attempt is

made to make the boy realize that proper leadership is

acceptable, but an attempt to rule the nursery school, ac-

cording to his own will, is not acceptable. To help the

boy, it is decided that teams be organized among the larger

boys for wrestling. Larger girls were allowed to compete

in running games. To wear off his excess energy, he was

allowed to compete against several boys and girls. Several

times he was beaten in the game and was forced to recognize

it. The boy begins to change his attitude toward other

children when he understands that they are as good in doing

things as he is.



•
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Characteristic description of child after nursery school

training:

The idea of teamwork attracts the attention of this

boy. Teamwork causes this boy to play fairly and cleanly.

He no longer tries to dominate the group of older children

at the nursery school. He is willing to consider the rights

and suggestions of other children his own age. His leader-

ship is now acceptable by the other children of the nursery

school. He is more polite and courteous in his manners

around the other children and the personnel of the nursery

school. It is plainly seen that he is happy and is becom-

ing very well adjusted to the nursery school life.

Case study number eJeven, Girl age 5 years.

Characteristic description of child upon entering nursery

school :

This girl enrolls in the nursery school very socially

unadjusted. She is domineering to the other children. She

has moods showing an angry disposition. She resents every-

thing that is done for her. If her own desires are not

fulfilled, she is not satisfied. Her manners are very bad.

She takes no interest in anything. From the beginning, she

is a social outcast among the children, and she is very

unhappy. She does not eat well.



;
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Characteristic description showing progressive growth of the

nursery school child:

This girl remains in the nursery several weeks be-

fore making any attempts toward changing her disposition.

Gradually she shows signs of desiring to make friends to a

minor degree. She begins to join in games and singing exer-

cises under the leadership of others. On some occasions she

is given the leading part to observe her reaction. Other

children cooperate well with her. More and more her face

shows an expression of enjoyment. Her appetite is improv-

ing.

Characteristic description of child after nursery school

training:

The child has many friends in the nursery school.

She eats well, and she is very courteous in her manners.

She considers others besides herself. She is willing to

help others. She no longer has moods of anger. She takes

part in all activities at the nursery. Other children re-

spect her and look forward to her presence each day. She

has improved socially. The supervisor has expressed her

idea, stating how much the child has improved.

Case study number twelve, Boy age 4 years .
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Characteristic description of child upon entering nursery

school:

This boy has a speech impediment. He talks very

fast, and his words are not enunciated properly. He is

easily excited even in simple activity. He is very much

afraid of physical punishment. He has no interest in do-

ing things. He will not eat at some of the meals. He is

underweight. He feels insecure.

Characteristic description of child showing progressive

growth in nursery school:

He is beginning to feel more secure, and he has a

feeling that he is wanted at the nursery. He plays games

and shows less excitement. He likes to listen to stories,

and he begins to talk to others more freely. Since he is

a good boy, we do not punish him; but he does not show

signs of being afraid when other children are punished for

bad conduct. He is beginning to eat more at meals, and he

has gained a little weight.

Characteristic description of child after nursery school

training:

This boy has overcome his nervous disposition. He

is able to talk more slowly, and he enunciates more dis-

tinctly. He eats normally now, and he is no longer under-
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weight. He plays well with other boys and girls. He is

considered a happy, carefree boy. Ho other exceptional

problems have developed in him during his training at the

nursery school. He is happy and enjoys the nursery school.

He never expresses a desire to go home to his parents dur-

i ng the d ay .

Case study number thirteen, Boy age 5^- years .

Characteristic description of the child upon entering

nursery school:

This is the description of a boy who came from

Bermuda, although he is an American. He is used to dehy-

drated food, and he will not eat fresh vegetables. He is

used to being cared for by the colored natives of Bermuda,

so he will not permit the nursery school teachers to help

or assist him in any way. He makes friends and depends on

the colored maid of the nursery school. He is underweight,

and he does not sleep well with the other children present.

He has poor toilet habits.

Characteristic description showing progressive growth of

the nursery school child :

Since he likes the colored maid, it was suggested

that she try to get him to eat vegetables. Through previ-

ously planned and tactful conversation, the maid Is able to
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get the boy to eat some vegetables. He is beginning to

gain weight. He is beginning to sleep better in the

presence of the other children. The teachers of the nurs-

ery school try to attract his attention with objects. A

walking turtle causes the boy to begin a conversation with

one of the teachers. The Doy appears to be getting less

shy and is talking more. Other children are beginning to

attract his attention. His toilet habits are improving.

Characteristic description of the child after nursery

school training :

This child is eating normally, and he plays well

with other children. He is sleeping more soundly. He is

not underweight. He talks with the teachers and has no

signs of shyness. He has desirable toilet habits, and

he likes to play with the other children. He has made

many adjustments. He is beginning to talk more, and he

still likes other children. He likes to hear stories, and

he eats better. He is developing a better interest in

play. His conversation is not about home and he cries less,

He is gaining weight.

Case study number fourteen, Boy age 5 year s

:

Characteristic description of child upon entering nursery

school:
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This child comes from a home which has domestic dif-

ficulties in it. The boy discloses to other boys unpleasant

situations at home. He takes these troubles seriously and

cries about them. He does not eat well. He is very nervous.

He expresses a love for his father. "le follows routine very

well and he appears happier with other children. He has

little interest. He is underweight.

Characteristic description showing progressive growth of

the nursery school child:

An attempt is made to cause the boy to forget about

his home troubles. A great deal of conversation is carried

on with him about interesting subjects. He is asked to play

with others, and stories are read to him. He is beginning

to talk more and he still likes other children. He likes to

hear stories, and he eats better. He is developing a better

interest In play. His conversation is not about home and

he cries less. He is gaining weight.

Characteristic description of the child after nursery school

training :

He arrives at the nursery in a happy mood. Life seems

to be new to him. He is eating normally and is not under-

weight. He is courteous to adults and has desirable toilet

habits. He does not talk about home. He takes much interest
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in playing with groups, and he never plays alone. He will

share with others and never starts any verbal difficulties.

Case study number fifteen, Girl age 5j- years.

Characteristic description of child upon enrolling in

nursery school;

This girl shows a peculiar type of social develop-

ment. She chooses only one friend at a time and will not

associate with any of the other children. She will not

play games with the others. She does not participate in

the group singing. She will not eat as she should. Her

toilet manners are very bad. She does not want to listen

to stories. She will play, however, with the one friend

she has chosen.

Characteristic description showing progressive growth of

the nursery school child

t

*

This girl is constantly being thrown into contact

with children who are friends of her friend. Slowly she

is beginning to recognize them. She is sent to the toilet

with older and well-trained girls. She is beginning to use

the bath properly. She will sit through the story period,

but she will not ask any questions. She is beginning to

take more interest in clay modelling and drawing. She has

better eating habits.
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Characteristic description of the child after nursery school

training;

She does not choose just one friend, but talks to all

the children. The other children respect her now and are

willing to make friends with her. She listens and asks

questions during the story period. She uses the bathroom

alone, although she frequently must be reminded to turn

off the faucet at the sink. Her appetite is better. She

is able to sing with a group and can carry parts of songs

alone. Her work in clay modelling and drawing show little

improvement.



,
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APPENDIX B

STANDARD CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING inURSERY SCHOOL CHILDREN:

Two years old child:

CULTURAL AND CREATIVE ACTIVITIES OF TWO YEARS OLD CHILD :

A. Books :

1. Enjoys simple pictures with few details and clear

color.

2. Likes to talk about pictures with adult turning

pages

.

3. Likes stories told to him about people in terms

and experiences he knows.

4. Interested in sounds and repetition.

5. Likes listening to nursery rhymes and repeating

them with the adult.

B. L.usic :

1. Sings phrases of songs, generally not on pitch.

2. Enjoys rhythmical equipment as rocking boat,

swing and rocking chair.

3. Enjoys rhythmical responses as swaying, swinging

arms, nodding head, and tapping feet.

4. Likes holding something as bell, block, or hand

while walking to music.

5. Likes to watch victrola operate while listening
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to records.

C

.

Paintings ;

1. Shows increased action.

2. Uses either hand or both.

3. Has little regard for color, mixes colors.

4. Uses variety of strokes.

5. No end result is desired or attained.

6. Sasily distracted, may not always watch hand.

7. Socially enjoys painting with another child.

8. At first objects to feel of finger paint and get-

ting fingers dirty, but enjoys it after a few

trials

.

9. Manipulates clay by pounding, squeezing, and pul-

ling off small pieces, often hands to adult.

10. Often tastes clay.

D. Sand, Stones, and Water ;

1. Fills palls and dishes with sand and stones,

dumping and throwing.

2. High interest in water play, extensive hand

washing, washes clothes, fills and empties dishes

E. Bio cks ;

1» Uses manipulative ly filling wagons, dumping and

rolling.

2. Some building of towers and lines, often combines

various sizes of blocks at random order.
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3. Prefers colored blocks.

F. Possess ions ;

1. Pride in clothes--especially shoes, socks and

handkerchief.

2. Strong feeling of ownership in toys.

3. Difficulty in sharing toys, hoards them.

4. May bring small token to school, such as marble,

piece of orange, etc. and hold onto it all morn-

ing, objects to anyone taking it.

5. Enjoys naming possessions of others, and telling

to whom they belong.

6. Much interest in money, but almost no understanding

of its use. Likes to manipulate it and carry it

around

.

G. Holidays and festivals ;

1. Birthday--enjoys party with family or one other

child

.

2. Christmas— the tree is important, enjoys Christmas

cards and plays with them long after Christmas.

3. Valentine's Day— enjoys receiving Valentine cards

and may carry them around for days.

4. Easter--Interest in the Easter Bunny.

5. Hallowe ' en--not much interest.

6. Thanksgiving—has little meaning except for naming

the turkey. May not enjoy the day because shy with

guests.
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7. Religion—Some are ready for Sunday School if it

is run on nursery school principles. Enjoy re-

peating the last phrases of prayer.

H. Excursions ;

1. Out-for-a-walk he is interested In touching things

he sees along the way. Picks up sticks and stones,

touches animals. Likes to walk on curbs or walls.

Dawdles and concentrates interest within a small

area.

2. No thought of destination.

I. Nursery school behavior ;

1. Cannot shift quickly and is considered a dawdler.

2. On entering the nursery each morning he does not

like to move too quickly from one thing to another.

He is not stalling or indolent, but he is absorbing

and assimilating.

3. He likes to talk about his clothes as teacher

removes his coat, hat, and mittens.

4. At first he may be puzzled over his teacher.

5. He prefers social relationship with one adult at

a time

.

6. He usually seeks out some favorite toy and plays

with it in a solitary manner.

7. He may become interested and imitate the activity

of some other child.

8. He may be interested in playing with dolls.
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9. He may go quickly from one play activity to

another.

10. He may become interested In roaming around over

the nursery.

11. He has toilet routine and mid-morning juice, then

wipes face awkwardly with napkin, may spill some

of the juice.

12. He next may play with clay, manipulating it in

various ways.

13. He cleans or has himself cleaned and washed.

14. He goes outdoors, after getting wraps, for play,

accompanied Dy the teacher. Other children go

out with him, and they have a good time.

15. Their mother comes for them.

J. Adjustments :

1. Child is affectionate to mother and finds it hard

to leave her.

2. He is shy of new people and new places. If there

is difficulty, it is best to have relatives or

neighbors bring him to school and not his mother.

His nursery school teacher is his best means of

adjusting.

3. Initial adjustments can be made better outdoors

at nursery school in presence of teacher.

4. Initial crying at nursery school usually stops
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quickly as soon as interest is caught and held.

K. Routines

:

1. May still resist toileting.

2. May have tendency to prolong handwashing and may

need teacher's help in stepping.

3. LI id -morning lunch is very important. He enjoys

the presence of others. Should be allowed a second

helping. Some need more than others. Usually satis-

fied when supply is gone.

L. Transitions ;

1. By leading him away if he is not resistant.

2. By talk of next thing: "Go find soap", etc.

3. By telling him to say "goodbye".

4. By leading him away by means of an enticing toy.

5. By picking him up bodily and carrying him to the

next situation.
»

6. By warning him in advance of a proposed situation.

L. Teacher ;

1. LTeeds constant physical supervision and to be kept

in small group.

2. Teacher must be observative to guard, protect, and

help the child.

3. Child usually likes one teacher better than others.

4. Other children and teachers are influential in

helping to manage the child.
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N. Verbal :

1. Uses words, phrases, and sentences which are simple.

2. Child learns new words better if he can act out

their meaning.

3. Learns through imitation and repeating words of

others

.

4. Does not understand long sentences.

0. Humor ;

1. Laughs at other children in activity.

2. Laughs at simple games as chasing or peek-a-boo.

P. Other Children :

1. Shows an awakening interest in his contemporaries.

2. Play is still predominantly solitary.

3. Parallel play is beginning.

4. Much time is spent watching each other.

5. He dislikes to give up things and share things.

6. He likes to find substitutes for other children

to use.

Q. Group Activity :

1. Little group activity at this age.

2. All children are not expected or required to

cooperate

.

3. They need to see the music of the victrola record

going around.

4. They need to touch the book that is being read.
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5. Some children will stray immediately from the

collected group.

6. Juice time is best for collecting the whole group,

R. Physical equipment :

1« Sandbox.

2. Stairs with railing.

3. Slides.

4. Blocks.

5. Clay.

6. Victrola and records.

7. Climbing apparatus.

8. Doll corner.

9. Drawing sets.

10. Story books.

Two-and-a-half years old child ;

CULTURAL AND CREATIVE ACTIVITIES OF TWO-AND-A-HALF YEARS

OLD CHILD;

A. Books ;

la Pretends to pick up objects from pictures, pats

kitty, etc.

2. Spontaneous language which is often rhythmical

and repetitive.

3. Enjoys rhythm and repetition in rhymes and stories

4. Wants repetition of same story day after day.

5. Slow acceptance of new story.
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6. Listens to short simple stories of familiar objects.

7. No demand for plot in stories, but enjoys a simple

one

.

8. Likes books giving simple information about animals

and transportation.

9. Enjoys having adult improvise story about what the

child does throughout the day or what his contempo-

raries are doing.

10. Likes to hear elaborate details of the babyhood

of himself and later of each member of the family

and friends.

11. Reading in which he takes part holds him longer,

as naming kinds of animals or filling in words or

phrases of a sentence he knows.

12. Enjoys looking at books alone.

B. I.ius i

c

:

1. May know all or parts of several songs which he

reproduces at hoae or spontaneously at school,

but is often inhibited in singing with others in

school.

2. Spontaneous singing on minor third.

3. Absorbs music and particularly enjoys repetition

of old familiar tunes.

4. High interest in listening to instruments, es-

pecially victrola.
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5. Enjoys rhythm music such as bands.

6. Musically talented children with sensitive ears

may show fear of victrola at this age.

7. Less individuality in rhythms because of imitation

and awareness of others.

8. Majority of group will run, gallop, swing, etc.,

to music watching others.

9. Enjoys simple group activity as ring-around-a-rosy

.

C. Paintings:

1. Experimenting with vertical and horizontal lines,

dots and circular movements.

2. Good form at beginning, but generally quick to

deteriorate

.

3. May go out of bounds, painting on table, easel,

floor, own hands, other children.

4. May paint many pages with little variety.

5. Finger painting is a better medium for this age

than painting on easels because hands are in

direct contact with the medium and do not have to

adjust to a tool and container, such as brush

and paint jar. Since this is a tangled age, the

simpler medium is preferable, because it does not

add complications.

6. To see the enjoyment of the child having his hands

legitimately in paint, makes one know the wise

choice of this medium.
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7. Needs more supervision than at any other age.

Stimulus of group in school controls it some-

what, but apt to go far out-of-bounds at home

.

8. Pure enjoyment of manipulation and color with

little feeling for form.

D» Clay :

1. Excellent medium at this age because each child

can have identical materials for parallel play,

thus reducing to a minimum the characteristic desire

for the equipment of others.

2. Good medium for working off tangles and surplus

energy by pounding, squeezing, and poking.

3. Affords relaxation as it inspires a long span of

attention, which is seldom true of other materials.

4. Interest span can be lengthened by using other

materials in combination with clay.

5. Like to pass products around to each other, naming

them pies, cakes, etc.

E. Sand, Stones, Water :

1. Makes pies and cakes with sand and mud, patting

and smoothing them.

2. Continued high interest in water which is also .

an excellent medium for this age. Likes blowing

soap-bubbles, "painting" with water, washing

clothes and hanging on line, sailing boats and

scrubbing.
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P. 3locka :

1. Continued vertical and horizontal building with

beginning of symmetry.

2. Some simple structures are named as bridge, bed,

tracks

.

3. Sometimes blocks are used imaginatively as coal,

ashes, lumber.

4. Uses larger blocks more than when younger.

5. Some color matching with blocks.

G. Possess ions ;

1. Brings favorite toys to school to show to others,

but generally not able to share it with others.

May bring same toy each day. Is happier if toy is

stored out of reach of others until time to go home.

2. Clings to favorite possessions when insecure.

3. May cling to old clothes and dislike new ones

4. Especially fond of hats and mittens.

5. May go through elaborate rituals with possessions

at home

.

6. Interest in acquiring possessions of others, Out

seldom plays with them.

7. Likes to have few pennies in pocketbook and very

possessive about them.

H. Excursions ;

1. Enjoys going to the park to see other children or

to use play equipment.
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2. Likes short excxirsions to nearby farms to see

animals or flowers.

3. Enjoys watching trains go by at a distance.

4. Beginning to have thought of a destination in

mind, and may even insist on going along a

special route

.

I. Ilursery school behavior ;

1. He does not make transitions readily, and he is

resistant to change.

2. He moves slowly from the street to the entrance of

the nursery school.

3. He likes to go by a standard route, even in moving

about at home. The mother thinks about this.

4. He usually says "good-bye" and gives mother a kiss

when she leaves him at the nursery.

5. He attempts to remove wraps at the nursery school,

and talks while he is doing this. A teacher has

to help him finish removing wraps, and he will

express his desire to do the job himself.

6. He now goes to the nursery play room and secures

a desirable toy to play with. He may enter into

difficulties with other boys or girls already there

7. The teacher should be alert and provide clay or

paints, should there occur any real difficulty

among the children. If clay is used, the guidance

teacher should demonstrate how to use it.
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8. Some children will tire more quickly from playing

With clay than others. The teacher should have

those who become tired go to the toilet for wash-

ing. At the end of the period, with clay as an

activity, all children should be directed to

wash hands

.

9. At this age the boy or girl washes their hands by

a powerful back-and-f orth, but no rotary scrub-

bing is done. He does not want to repeat hand

washings

.

10. The children may now engage in free activity.

One may look at books, one may build with blocks,

some may chase each other, and others may seek

different toys. One child may even suck his thumb,

11. Mid-morning juice is now served and he may use a

napkin. He may want to help pour his own juice.

12. Next, the children listen to stories, music, or

look at books. This period only lasts for about

ten minutes.

13. The children now dress to play outdoors. Each

child may give some assistance in their dressing.

14. He may play alone or in groups. The play is

largely imitative. They may call to anyone in

s i ght who is pass ing

•

15. Difficulties may arise among children in outdoor

play.
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16. The child is slow about leaving the nursery to

go home. He may touch several objects before

leaving, to pay them one last attention. He is

In no rush to go home

.

J. Adjustments :

1. Most children adjust easily at this age, and

there are few adjustment problems.

2. Mother may have to slip away from the child at the

nursery, she may have to give him a formal good-

bye, or he may be too interested to even say

goodbye to her.

3. The shy child may adjust itself to the nursery

better if the teacher ignores him at first and

lets him adjust himself.

K. Routines :

1. Children of this age enjoy a few routines such as

washing, toileting, and mid-morning lunch.

2. They cooperate in dressing and undressing on

some days, but on others the adult may have to

do most of it.

3. Their ability to rest on cots varies, but, in

any event, rest should be short and may be more

relaxing if accompanied Dy music. Rest should

not be forced or continued if it meets with too

much resistance. This age group often relaxes
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best merely by sitting in a comfortable position

looking at books.

4. Shifting to a room other than the playroom is

more conducive to relaxation.

L. Trans it ions :

1. This is a perversative age. Transitions are

difficult. Expect a slow adjustment to new

materials, a strong holding on, and slow release

even after interest has waned.

2. Do not try to hurry children too much, since two

and a half is a strong dawdling age. If rituals

have been set up by the child, make use of them

instead of trying to break them down.

3.Verbal handling alone can be used to effect transi-

tions much more successfully than at two, when

verbal had to be supplemented by physical handling

or by a lure

.

H. Teacher ;

1. Do not trust the child too much. He appears self-

reliant and unneedful of restraints, but cannot

really be relied upon. His repetition of a rule

or prohibition does not mean that he can carry it

out. This is no age for promises from the child.

2. Children may need adult direction in their play at

this age. They are often not sufficiently mature
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to carry out their own ideas unaided, and de-

teriorate without adult assistance.

3. Never make too much of an issue of discipline

with two-and-a-half. Comprehension is low at

this age and disciplining emphasizes contrari-

ness and fosters repetition.

4. Do not expect children to respond to direct ques-

tions or to direct commands. Do expect them to

respond to a statement which has meaning to them,

if it is made with assurance.

5. Use other children in the group, as in noisy

situations. Say, "Dicky doesn't Ilka so much

noise. It hurts his ears". The noisy child may

be taken out of the group--preferably outdoors.

6. The child at two-and-a-half deteriorates easily

and the group follows in a mercurial flow in a

negative direction. A complete shift is essential

when this happens.

No Verbal ;

1. Verbal handling has now superseded physical hand-

ling. The child's rapidly increasing comprehension

and use of language makes it possible for both the

teacher and himself to express themselves through

language

.

2. Certain key words help to organize the child and
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give him a thrust in a forward direction. Some

of these words are: "Needs", "Have to have", "When

he's finished", "It's time to," "You forgot."

3. Questions may be used advantageously to activate

the child if he demands answers that he already

knows.

0. Humor :

1. Through humor the annoying characteristics of the

child may have an outlet and not be noticed.

2. He enjoys silly questions.

P. Other children:

1. Many disputes occur at this age, and the teacher

must have many techniques ready to handle them.

The more mature child may give in to the less

mature child.

2. Substitutions are still one of the best ways to

handle disputes.

3. Take advantage of the fact that the child is be-

ginning to use substitution techniques himself.

Q. Group activity ;

1. The quality of the two-and-one-half year group

activity is fluctuating because of the unpre-

dictability of the individuals composing it.

Some of the stormiest days which appear tangled

and give the guidance teacher a sense of failure may,
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in reality, be the precursors of more coordi-

nated group activity.

2. Rising tension at this age may be relieved by

the adult's setting parallel group play, with

each child using identical material such as

clay, beads, etc.

3. Though parallel play still predominates, there

are glimpses of cooperative group play, including

two or three children.

R. Physical equipment ;

1. Two small rooms are preferable to one large one.

2. Climbing apparatus for indoors and outdoors.

3. Blocks.

4. Story books.

5. Drawing sets.

6. Sandbox.

7. Clay.

8. Stairs with railing.

9. Victrola and records.

10. Slides.

11. Doll corner.

Three years old child ;

CULTURAL AHD CREATIVE ACTIVITIES OF THE THREE YEARS OLD CHILD ;

A. Books:
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1. Increasing span of interest in listening to stories.

2. Will listen longer when stories are read to small

groups

.

3. Enjoys familiar experiences with repetition and

some detail.

4. Likes information about nature, transportation,

etc., woven into story

5. Likes imaginative stories based on real people and

animals.

6. Enjoys riddles and guessing games.

7. Likes to have reading done for him to gain informa-

tion.

8. Makes comments during the reading of stories.

9. May insist on the re-reading or re-telling of

stories

.

10. Likes to look at books and explain to others.

B. L.us ic t

1. Kany can reproduce whole songs, though generally

not on pitch.

2. Begins to match simple tunes.

3. Less inhibition in joining group singing.

4. Can recognize several melodies.

5. Experiments with musical instruments.

6. Simple explanations concerning songs and instru-

ments delight them and encourage interest.
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7. Marked individual differences in interest and

ability to learn music.

8. Enjoys a variety of musical experiences.

9. Most members of the group participate in a variety

of rhythms

.

10. Watchers will often participate when approached

through another child, or through dramatizing.

11. Children gallop, jump, walk and run in fairly

good time to music.

12. Enjoys dressing up in costume for rhythms.

C. Pai ntings :

1. Strokes are more varied and rhythmical.

2. Beginnings of designs are emerging.

3. Child may cover whole page with one color, or

with blocks of various colors.

4. Sometimes names finished product, but seldom any

recognizable resemblance.

5. May be stimulated from watching more talented

child paint and by observing more advanced paint-

ings of other children.

6. Expresses joy and pride In product.

7. Works with more precision and concentration.

8. Dislikes to share paper with others.

9. Experiments with finger movements as well as

whole hand movements in finger painting.
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10. Has some feeling for design.

11. Demands a variety of colors when using crayons.

IS. Can do better work with crayons than with paint.

13. Enjoys the manipulation of clay, and forms ob-

jects out of clay. Names products.

14. Makes products for others— especially mother,

but often forgets to take thern home.

D. Sand

:

1. Makes cakes, pies, roads, tunnels, etc.

2. Combines with other materials, such as pegs,

stones, shells, and cars.

E. Blocks ;

1. Likes various shapes and sizes.

2. Order and balance in building.

3. Combining with cars, trains, etc.

4. Often names what lie is making.

5. Likes to construct better than playing with

finished product.

F. Possess ions ;

1. Enjoys new clothes and likes to exhibit them to

others and teacher.

2. Begins to share toys; less hoarding.

3. Brings possessions to school to share with others,

books for instance.

4. Likes to exhibit possessions, then forgets them,

may bring different things every day.
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5. Dislikes having others wear his shoes.

6. Likes to put pennies in bank, knows what money

is used for, but does not know its value. Will

use play money satisfactorily.

G. Holidays and festivals;

1. Birthday— the moment the cake arrives, the child

is three. He enjoys a small party of two or three

friends. Best time for this is still mealtime.

2. Christmas— Interest in Santa Claus . Much interest

in his own presents. Cannot keep secret the

presents he is giving to others.

3. Valentine's Day--likes sending Valentines to

others and making a personal mark on the back of

the Valentine. Often brings Valentines to school

to show other children.

4. Easter— interest in Easter bunny and eggs.

5. Hallowe'en-delighted with Jack 0' Lantern, which

is the whole meaning of Hallowe'en to him. Like

watching adults make Jack O'Lantern and gives

some help.

6. Thanksgiving --the whole meaning of Thanksgiving is

the turkey, which he knows about beforehand. He

enjoys parties, guests, and visits at this time.

7. Religion—greater interest in going to Sunday

School. Enjoys the quietness of church. May enjoy
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saying short prayers.

H. Excursions ;

1. Enjoys excursions to airport, railroad station,

fire station, iiarbor, zoo or farm.

2. Fascinated watching men work, as carpenter,

painter, mechanic. Likes to watch steam shovel

and cement mixer in operation.

3. Interested in planning visits, as an afternoon

with another child, or lunch with grandmother.

4. Enjoys everyday excursions as going to market.

5. Definitely has thought of destination in mind

and enjoys talking about it beforehand.

I. Hursery school behavior ;

1. He is becoming a man of the world.

2. He may shout or sing as he enters the nursery.

3. He is very sociable and communicative.

4. He may begin to tell a story before he enters

the cloak room.

5. Readily sheds his dependence on his mother, and

his mother may have to say goodbye without him

paying any attention.

6. He may stop to talk to the teacher when he is

taking off his coat. Other children arriving

at the same time may do likewise, so several

children may be talking at the same time.
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7. The excitement of all the talk may make the cloak

room a kind of social prologue to the morning in

the nursery school.

8. He enjoys talking to the teacher and can continue

indefinitely

.

9. At juice time and story time he will again project

his narrations upon the teacher. His stories are

usually about happenings at home

.

10. He does not sieze a desirable toy, but he usually

surveys the room, then chooses a child or an ac-

tivity which engages his interest.

11. The work of the teacher is to guide and direct.

12. At mid-morning he will wash his hands upon sugges-

tion, and he may have to be reminded to turn off

the faucet.

13. He may return to the nursery room and help the

teacher set the table for mid-morning lunch. He

may express his desire for food.

14. They eat mid-morning lunch, conversation goes on.

15. Relaxation is accompanied by music or a story.

16. When suggested, he goes to cloak room to prepare

to go outdoors.

17. He plays outside gladly for some time usually with

other children.

18. His mother arrives for him. He wants to demonstrate

for her something that he can do.
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J. Adjustments ;

1. Adjustment difficulties are rare at this age and

can easily be handled through surprises or toys.

K. Routines:

1. The child can now do very easily such routines as

washing, toileting, eat mid-morning lunch, and

rest. They can undress almost entirely by them-

selves, but need some help in dressing. Humor

speeds up dressing and undressing.

2. Very few children refuse rest on cots at this age,

but they will not rest for more than ten or fif-

teen minutes. Relaxation is better with music or

stories

.

3. Children do not put away toys spontaneously, Out

they enjoy doing so in a group if they can pretend

that they are lumbermen, movers, or some other

specific persons.

L. Transitions ;

1. They are seldom difficult at this age. Motor

drives are under the control of the child and

he can run, jump, or hop upon suggestion.

M. Teacher ;

1. The child has the "me too" attitude toward his

teacher.

2. If the child becomes hard to control, the teacher
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may have to place him in a group of two year or

four year old children. Isolation may be used.

If the child leaves the group, he should be made

to feel that he is missing something by being

away.

N. Verbal :

1. Key adjectives used--"new", "different", "big",

and "strong".

2. Key nouns used--" surprise" and "secret".

3. Key verbs used--"help", "might", "could", and

"guess what"

.

4. Key adverbs used--";.laybe", "How about", "too".

5. Whispering sometimes to the child will cause him

to take notice of what you told him.

0. Humor ;

1. The child laughs when he hears humorous rhymes.

2. He enjoys humorous games.

P. Other children:

1» It may be better to let two children settle their

own disputes if they are about evenly matched.

They should not be allowed to injure each other.

2. Making children take turns is one way to settle

disputes if some object is the cause of the dis-

agreement.

3. Use of a substitute will often cause an argument

to cease.
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Q. Group activity ;

1. Three is a good age for activity. The teacher

can do much to keep up interest among the group.

2. There should be a balance between active and quiet

activity.

3. Conflicting personalities should be kept apart.

4. Organized play tends to keep down conflicts be-

tween children.

R. Physical equipment ;

1. Many materials for dramatic play are needed, such

as costumes.

2. Much constructive material is needed.

3. Games.

4. Clay.

5. Music equipment.

6. Drawing sets.

7. Sand box.

8. Blocks.

9. Paints.

10. Story books.

Four years old child ;

CULTURAL AW CREATIVE ACTIVITIES OF THE FOUR YEARS OLD CHILD;

A. Books:
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1. Much more control in listening to stories in

larger groups, over longer periods.

2. High interest in words, creating stories with

silly language and play on words.

3. Enjoyment of nonsense rhymes.

4. High interest in poetry, especially rhyming.

5. Delights in humorous stories.

6. Enjoys exaggeration.

7. Interest in alphabet books.

8. Interest in story telling, concerning the func-

tion and growth of things.

9. Particularly enjoys information books.

10. Awakening interest in religion.

B. Music ;

1. Increase in voice control with more approximation

to correct pitch and rhythm.

2. A few children can sing entire songs correctly.

3. More responsive in group singing.

4. Enjoys taking turns at singing alone.

5. Can play simple singing games.

6. High interest in dranatizing songs.

7. Creates songs during play.

8. Likes to experiment with instruments, especially

combination of notes on piano.

9. Enjoys identifying melodies.
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10. Increased spontaneity in rhythms --likes to

demonstrate different ways of interpreting music.

C. Paintings :

1. Holds brush in adult manner.

2. May work with precision for a long time on one

painting.

3. Active imagination with shifting of ideas as he

paints

.

4. Increase in verbal accompaniment explaining pic-

tures .

5. Hakes designs and crude letters.

6. Draws object with few details.

7. Little size or space relationship—details most

important to child are drawn largest.

8. Letters, people, etc. may be drawn horizontally,

lying down.

9. Enjoys filling outlines of objects he has drawn,

frequently making them lose any representative

character as interpreted by the adult.

10. Beginning of self criticism.

11. Products have personal value to the child--he

wants to take them home.

12. Continued experimentation with fingers, hands,

and arras in rhythmical manner in finger painting.

13. Some representation and naming in finger painting.
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D. Clay t

1. Large masses of clay used.

2. Increase in imagination and representation.

3. Enjoys painting products.

4. Wants products saved.

E. Blocks :

1. Cooperation in building in small groups.

2. Extensive complicated structures combining many

shapes of blocks in symmetrical manner.

3. Combines furniture and other equipment with struc-

tures, for dramatic play.

4. Enjoyment of finished product and freqxaently

objects to demolishing it.

5. Little carry-over of interest to following day

if structure is left standing.

P. Possessions ;

1. Beginning to possess his special contemporaries.

2. Bragging about possessions to others is common.

3. Is more apt to share possessions with special

friends than with others.

4. Shows off new clothes.

5. Strong feeling for teddy-bear. Talks to him as a

real person and companion.

6. Proud of big possessions, such as bed, radio, etc.

7. This is the age of barter and swapping of pos-
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sessions.

8. Strong personal feeling for own products made

in school, wants to take them home.

9. Hay know what a penny will buy and may save

pennies to buy more expensive objects. Objects

to parting with money.

10. Will help feed and care for pets under parents'

direction, but not at all dependable about this.

G. Holidays and Festivals ;

1. Birthdays— presents are important and he may

have asked for special ones beforehand. Talks about

next birthday and talks about whom he will invite

and whom he will not invite many times during year.

2. Christmas--there is a real interest in the story

of Jesus, which is talked about and dramatized.

Child asks for specific toys for Christmas and

talks about them long after Christmas.

3. Valentine's Day— likes making Valentines to send

to others. Has some idea that they are a token of

friendship. Great interest in the number received.

4. Easter—still believes in the Easter bunny and

talks about things Easter bunny brought him.

Still no conception of the meaning of Easter.

5. Hallowe'en— enjoys Jack O'Lanterns and likes to

help make his own and take it out in the evening.
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6. Thanksgiving--beginning to have some feeling

for the meaning of this holiday. Interested in

the story of the Pilgrims.

7. Religion--may sit through a small part of the

church service, especially music, but should

not be expected to remain through the entire

service. Enjoys Sunday School and may say

prayers, which he may elaborate from the origi-

nal. Marked interest in death, heaven, etc.

Begins questioning about the source of things as

the sun, moon, world and God.

H. Excursions ;

1. Excursions are now a good outlet for out-of-

bounds behavior. The child enjoys running ahead

of adults, but will wait at crossings.

2. Interested in all kinds of transportation and en-

joys talking about trips on a train. Not only

likes to look at things, but is interested in

how they work.

3. Can go on a short excursion by himself if it

doesn't involve crossing the street.

4. Enjoys nature trips.

5. Interested in planning and carrying out picnics

and beach trips.

6. Continuing interest in the excursions enjoyed

at three.
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I. Nursery School Behavior ;

1. He may greet the teacher with "good morning" at

her initiation.

2. Very much interested in companions.

3. Carries on a good conversation with friends.

4. Will wait for friend to remove coat in cloak

room and then race to the play room.

5. The teacher usually finds it best to have ma-

terials ready when the four year old gets there.

6. If a group starts to work, soon they may spon-

taneously dissolve and segregate into smaller

separate groups.

7. Directed activity by the teacher is necessary at

times .

8. Make believe activity is common at this age.

9. The mid-morning lunch takes on a social quality.

He assists in setting the table, and each seeks

a companion to sit with.

10. The guidance teacher starts the topic of conver-

sation which the children then continue. Silly

conversation may begin otherwise.

11. Rest period is accompanied with music or stories.

12. The children dress and go out of doors. Greater

activity may occur now since the children are out-

doors .
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13. A planned and conducted excursion is a good idea

at this time.

14. On returning to the nursery he may seek some col-

ored drawings which engaged his attention during

the morning and take them home

.

15. He will have much to tell his mother when he sees

her.

J. Adjustment ;

1. Difficulties arise here when the child does not

want to come to nursery school.

2. Child may want to play at home with older children.

3. Child may want to play with children who are older

and outside the nursery school.

K. Routines :

1. Toileting, washing, dressing, and undressing,

rest, and mid-morning lunch go more smoothly than

at three years old.

2. More supervision is needed in toileting now because

of curiosity.

3. Mid-morning rest is readily acceptable and may

need music or stories only during the latter part.

L. Transitions:

1. Transitions from one activity to another are best

accomplished by shifting the group to another

room, or it can be done in the same room by adding
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new materials.

2. Hopping and 3kipping may be done in going from

one room to the other.

3. Numbers may be useful in transitions as moving to

a number rhyme or watching the hands of the clock.

M. Teacher ;

1. The teacher should plan situations in advance with

the child and let him work things out himself.

2. Exactness as well as freedom should be used in

dealing with the child.

3. The teacher should have ready a variety of materials

such as blocks, clay, paint, and wood hammer and

saw that can be chosen as activities by the child.

The child of four thrives on variety, and the

teacher should provide for this in her planning.

This prevents having the morning begin with free

play.

4. If silly type of play should begin, the teacher

should bring in something which is new and in-

teresting. The teacher should have a wealth of

information at her finger-tips.

5. Isolation is very effective in controlling the

child because of the stronger social drive. The

child should be given something to do when he is

isolated.
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6. Withdrawal of privileges is helpful in controlling

the child. Further punishment is not necessary.

N« Verbal :

1. Kay words used are "surprise", "different", "guess",

etc.

2. He has adequate use of language. His conversations

are of the man- to -man attitude.

3. He demands the reasons Why? and How?

4. Whispering is still effective.

5. Children of this age like new words and exaggera-

tion in words.

0. Humor:

1. They enjoy silly language.

2. They enjoy nonsense ABC rhymes. This may be con-

trolled by writing down what was said and reading

it back to the child.

P. Other children :

1. Two children may play together and exclude a third

child

.

2. Tattling and disputes are rather frequent and need

to be handled carefully.

3. A child may enjoy taking on the roll of a teacher

or mother and assist with shy children. This may

be done spontaneously.

Q. Group activity :
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1. They are cooperative and imaginative at four

years of age.

2. The child works with a goal in mind as in build-

ing a house

.

3. He is more apt to choose a group and play better

in the group.

4. His activities need careful planning.

5. The teacher can give children an initial stairt

and let them take over and elaborate, or the

teacher may give verbal suggestions.

6. If the child is not motivated to do some activity,

free activity such as racing around and pushing

each other may occur.

7. Motivation is needed for outdoor and indoor play

activities .

R. Physical equipment:

1. Game books.

2. Garden.

3. Blocks.

4. Paints.

5. Clay.

6. Drawing sets.

7. Music equipment.

8. Story books.

9. Swings.

10. Building materials.
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Five years old child ;

CULTURAL MID CREATIVE ACTIVITIES OF TH3 FIVE YEARS OLD CHILD t

A. Potentialities;

1. This is considered as the focusing age. Exact

answers are given and no more. The child comes

to the point.

2. In drawing the five year old child has something

definite in mind. His outlines recognizably repre-

sent his intent.

3. He is capable of self-criticism.

4. He likes to finish what he starts, whether in play

or in an assigned task. He knows how to stop.

5. He shows a marked diminution in dawdling. His

motor coordination, his sentences, his images, his

personal-social relations, his concept of himself,

his adjustments to home, school, and community are

better defined.

6. He gives the impression of self-containedness . He

is not in conflict with himself or his environment.

7. He enjoys playing with a ball.

8. He has a wide imagination.

9. He has a sense of awareness of his ignorance.

10. He is calm in emergencies, and he knows where he

lives. If his parents cannot find him, they must

be lost.
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11. He shows stamina under hardships.

12. He is something of a finished product.

13. He is a "little man" ready to enter the kinder-

garten.

14. He is too advanced to play with babyish three

year old children.

15. He is ripe for enlarged community experience.

16. He is almost self-dependent in the every-day

personal duties of washing, eating, toilet, sleep,

errands, and simple household tasks.

17. He wants to go to school and be on time. He glows

over his work at school.

18. He is proud of his possessions--especially his

clothes

.

19. He likes to venture from home and use home as a

home base.

20. He is beginning to distinguish between truth and

falsehood.

21. If he is not a super-man, he is at least a super-

infant.

22. He is the father of the man he is to be.

B. Limitations ;

1. He lacks many refinements in manual coordination.

2. He has difficulty in making oblique strokes.

3. He is not ready for penmanship.



.
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4. He is not ready for the mechanics of reading.

5. He speaks without infantile articulation, but

his conversation reveals great unsophistication,












